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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the thesis of Lynda (ricci) Franks for the Master of Science

In

Sociology presented September 2, 2005.

Title: Revisiting Invasion-Succession:

Social Relations in a Gentrifying Neighborhood

This thesis examines the social relationships of different residents in a
gentrifying neighborhood in Northeast Portland, Oregon. It examines theoretical
tenants in the social identity tradition to understand social change in terms of the
impact of neighborhood change on the day-to-day interactions of individuals in a
gentrifying neighborhood by exploring the ways in which different members of that
neighborhood define and describe the terms "neighborhood", "neighbor", and
"neighborly behavior".
Intergroup neighboring research posits two outcomes of neighborhood change
on interactions between old and new neighbors, one of conflict, the other of
cooperation.

The conflict perspective proposes that, in situations where new, higher-

income, better educated, socially dominant group members move into a previously
lower-income, racially-mixed neighborhood, communication between old and new
neighbors is limited by group differences in values and priorities.
Conversely, research in cooperative intergroup neighboring in times of change
demonstrates that the different members can, under certain conditions, collectively act
to address adverse changes to their shared environment.

Conditions promoting

between-group cooperation in a changing environment include a history of

neighborhood political activism, an atypical ideological attraction to diversity, and the
ability to articulate common interests and goals.
The thesis examines the applicability of these two perspectives through a
qualitative case study of "neighboring" relations in a portion of King neighborhood.

It

specifically seeks to understand how residents' stated perceptions and observed
outcomes can be related to issues in class-classism, race-racism, and length of
residence in the neighborhood or if other factors such as reasons for choosing this
neighborhood, prior and recent experiences, and one's ideological! cultural worldview
supercede economic-racial concerns.
The study found that the 'different residents' viewed neighborhood, in general,
and their neighborhood and neighbors, in particular, through a variety of filters. While
'race' was mentioned in describing past interactions, respondents focused more on the
broad, albeit mundane, factors of everyday life such as friendliness, approachability,
and speaking rather than specific racial-ethnic or economic-class differences.

These

results are consistent with intergroup neighboring cohesion research showing that
class and race are not readily important when neighborhood is viewed as a place of
comfort, self-expression, or desired relaxation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates social change within the context of neighborhood, by
examining the social relationships of residents in a gentrifying area of Northeast
Portland, Oregon.

It seeks to understand the impact of neighborhood change on

individuals' day-to-day interactions by exploring the ways in which different members
of that neighborhood define and describe the terms "neighborhood," "neighbor," and
"neighborly behavior".
The neighborhood has long been viewed as a microcosm of society, to such a
degree that the terms "social relations" and "neighborly relations" are used
interchangeably in the literature (Ellen 2000; Gotham 2000, 1986; Jezierski 1999;
Molotch 1969; Massey 2001; Massey & Denton 1993; 1989; Park 1934; Saltman
1990; Wilson 1996; Woods 1914). Both are understood as consisting of the
institutions and arrangements of society, as well as concrete behaviors that are taking
place globally, locally, and with persons next door (Blumer 1961; Brewer 1991, 1996;
Woods 1914). In other words, social relations and neighborly relations consist of
both macro- (institutional) and micro- (interactional) processes.

In addition, social change and neighborhood change are cited as relatively
constant processes in modern society (Ellen 2000; Molotch 1969; Schwirian 1983).
This thesis treats neighborhood change as a proxy for social change.

It focuses on

patterns of neighborly interaction as a means of exploring how individuals experience
social / neighborhood change in their everyday life. More specifically, research on
1

intergroup neighboring posits two outcomes of neighborhood change on interactions
between neighbors-cone

of conflict and the other of cooperation.

The dominant view is one of between-group conflict, as exemplified by social
dominance theory's proposition that real social change is but an ideological illusion.
An example of this approach is social

The other is of between-group cooperation.

identity theory's conceptualization of real or meaningful social change as possible
under certain conditions.
The inter-group conflict perspective proposes that, in situations where new,
better-educated, higher-income majority group members move into previously lowerincome, racially-mixed neighborhoods, communication between old and new
neighbors will be limited by group differences in values and priorities (Lee, Campbell,
& Miller 1991).

From this perspective, higher-income newcomers are likely to have

and prefer friendship networks outside of the neighborhood.

This approach proposes

that regardless of length of residency, 'different residents' are likely to categorize and
understand self, environment, and others' behaviors at the group level, i.e. based on
class and/or race.
Conversely, research on cooperative inter-group neighboring in times of
change demonstrates that under certain internal and external conditions, neighborhood
members of different groups can collectively act to address adverse changes in their
shared environment (Donnelly & Majka 1998,1996; Saltrnan 1991, 1991). This
perspective suggests "the longer that people reside in an area, the more likely they are
to have extensive neighborly and friendship ties in the neighborhood" (Donnelly &
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Majka 1996:270). Conditions promoting between-group cooperation in a changing
neighborhood include a history of neighborhood political activism, an expressed
atypical ideological attraction to diversity, and the ability to articulate common
interests and goals.
This thesis examines the applicability of these two perspectives through a
qualitative study of neighboring relations in a portion of Portland's King
neighborhood.

It specifically explores whether different residents' stated perceptions

and observations of interactions with their neighbors are understood exclusively in
terms of class and race, or if other factors, such as length of residency, reasons for
choosing this neighborhood, and one's ideological / cultural world-view, supercede
these concerns. The following two research questions were developed:
(1) How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood define and
describe the term neighborhood?

(2) How do the different members ofa gentrifying neighborhood define and
describe the term neighbor? How do they perceive one another as
neighbors

Because this thesis draws from a wide range of historical and contemporary
literature it is organized in the following manner. In the next chapter (two), I review
literature in the areas of social change, concepts of neighborhood, neighborhood
change and gentrification, what it means to be a neighbor, and the impact of class,
race, and/or culture on intergroup neighborly behavior.

3

In chapter three I discuss the

two competing theoretical perspectives that inform this thesis.

I provide the

methodological underpinnings of this research in chapter four.

In chapter five I

present the results of my study.

Finally, in chapter six, I discuss the implications of

my findings in regards to the literature on inter-group neighborly relations during
times of change.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, I review the literature relevant to this thesis.

The chapter is

divided in to four sections, two of which have to do with "change," the other two with
"meaning." The first section deals with "social change," while the second section
examines the connection between "social change and neighborhood change." The
third section examines the literature on the "meaning of neighborhood," and the final
section examines the "meaning of neighborly behavior," including racial differences in
urban neighboring behavior.

Social Change
"...1 believe there will ultimately be a clash between the oppressed and those
who do the oppressing. 1believe that there will be a clash between those who
want freedom, justice, and equality for everyone and those who want to
continue the system of exploitation. 1 believe that there will be that kind of
clash. But 1 do not think it will be based on the colour of the skin" --Malcolm
X (1964)
One of the oldest questions throughout American democracy is how and why,
after all our efforts social segregation and inequality persist.

At the heart of matter

are questions about the meaning of social change in contemporary behaviors, what it
looks like, and how it gets measured and described. Social change is an often used,
but rarely defined concept.
Social change theorists and researchers look for explanations on several
different levels. Some look to macro-level analyses of the institutions, arrangements,
and relations of society. Others look to micro-level studies of individual and
5

collective attitudes and behaviors.

Still others employ a multiple perspective frame to

examine human-social dispositions and the combined affects of macro and micro level
processes.

A close examination of the literature on social change in the U.S. reveals a

complex web of theoretical concepts whose meaning largely depends on who is
conducting the research and why, as well as where one is looking.
Broadly understood, social change is a twofold process, taking place on a
continuum within

a: structural

frame and existing somewhere between technological

innovation (social evolution) and belief system (social revolution).'

In the research,

social change typically refers to population increases, movements, or implies that
some shift has occurred in the nature of society-its
relations-such

institutions, arrangements, and

as in education and housing (Bell 2004; Bowles & Gintis 1976;

Gotham 2000; Massey 2001; Roberts 1990).
In the United States, social change, in terms of how society is organized,
usually refers to some mandated movement away from exclusionary speech and
practice deemed inappropriate for a democracy (Bennett 1993; Cromwell 1920; Doyle
1933,1936; Lee 2000; Michalos & Zumbo 2001; Meertens & Pettigrew 1997; Murray
1953). Such shifts, according to Wilson (1978), have been firmly tied to social
conflict in changing economic-class relations at least since antebellum slavery and the
early post-bellum era. Contemporary research continues to show how modem forms
of structural change are but racialized reconfigurations of economic-class relations.2
As a twofold process, however, social change in a democracy also implies
individuals believe democratic structures and institutions are alterable by "changes in
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consciousness, climates of opinion, and culture" (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan et a1.
1985:275). In the quote at the beginning of this chapter, Malcolm suggested that
social change necessarily calls for some ideological shift in beliefs and attitudes, in the
ways that people view and treat one another.
While the bulk of contemporary social change research is conflict oriented,
historical record is filled with civil protest efforts and battles resulting in new
legislation and amendments such as school desegregation and anti-housing
discrimination (Bell 2004; Goering 1986; Roberts 1990). It is clear that whenever
real social change (Hogg & Abrams 1988) has occurred in this country, it was
instigated by a collective group of 'different people'-individuals

representing various

ethno-culturaJ, socio-economic backgrounds and political affiliations (Freeman &
Johnson 1999; Jasper 1997; Piven & Cloward 1977).
The conflict and cooperative approaches to understanding social change
suggests that society is too large a context to look for meaning in contemporary
behaviors. Therefore in this thesis, a particular type of neighborhood was selected as a
context for understanding how social change in terms of neighborhood change is
experienced by individuals in their everyday lives.

Social Change and Neighborhood

Change

Social change and neighborhood change are cited as relatively constant
processes in modern society, often assumed or expected to go hand-n-hand with each
other (park 1921, 1934). Ecological models of neighborhood change illustrate there
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have always been shifts in different classes of people moving into and out of city
neighborhoods.'

Urban Sociologists have described these shifts in stage model

processes corresponding to the natural aging-cycle of a neighborhood (Hoover &
Vernon 1959), or as the ethnic change (invasion) and downward shift (succession) in
the class composition of people entering a neighborhood (park 1921; Schwirian 1983).
Although neighborhood change through the life cycle is often treated as a series of
invasion-succession cycles, Park's seminal ethnic invasion-succession model of
neighborhood change is more widely used (Schwirian 1983). Both models attempt to
address processes in social interaction and suggest the process may stall before
complete turnover, or may not progress concurrently through stages.
As Park observed urban neighborhood change he predicted that, following a
series of contact-conflict stages, neighborly behaviors between old and new neighbors
would eventually succumb to cultural assimilation and social harmony.

The

assumption here is that a constantly changing society will facilitate changes in the way
'different people' view and treat one another juxtaposed against where we (America's
citizens) should be as a 'free-thinking' democratic society (Sidanius & Pratto 1999;
Sigelman, Bledsoe, Welch, & Combs 1996).
However, a closer examination of this model reveals that social change does
not necessarily mean neighborhood change nor does neighborhood change imply
social change. Whether concepts of social change and neighborhood change are
complimentary or independent depends upon whether one is looking through a lens of
class, race, or culture. The point to note here is that while invasion-succession
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has

been adapted to address 'race-based-issues'

in neighborhood change," the original

model dealt specifically with economic-class relations and cultural clashes in response
to major international shifts in relations when ethnic-identities were strong and,
perhaps, white-skinned newcomers had not yet assimilated American culture (S.
Pedraza & R. Rumbaut 1996).5
The ethnic invasion-succession

model of neighborhood change says nothing

about neighborhood race relations. Contemporary neighborhood research continues to
treat ethnic relations and 'race' relations' as separate issues (see Park 1919, 1934,
1950). This is not to suggest that Park and other early Chicago School thinkers did
not recognize the emerging role and relationship between 'race' and neighborhood.
As Park later describes in "The Nature of Race Relations" (1950),
Race relations, as that term is defined in use and wont in the United
States, are the relations existing between peoples ... particularly when
these racial differences enter into the consciousness of the individuals
and groups so distinguished, and by so doing determine in each case
the individual's conception of himself as welI as his status in the
community ... Race relations, in this more inclusive sense, might
comprise, therefore, all those situations in which some relatively stable
equilibrium between competing races has been achieved ...
AlI this suggests that the term race relations ... includes relations which are
not now conscious or personal, though they have been; relations which are
fixed and enforced by the custom, convention, and the routine of an
expected social order (Park 1950 in L. Back & J. Solomos 2000: I 05-06).
Park's perspectives hold two important implications for the impact of
neighborhood change on intergroup neighborly relations.

First, social relations in a

changing neighborhood wilI involve contact-conflict between old and new neighbors.
Invasion-succession

suggests that over time, stable, ethnic-based neighborhood

relationships wilI develop in spite of class-based differences. Secondly, when 'race' is
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involved, race-relations, must, by necessity, underlie neighborhood change when
multiple groups "distinguished by racial differences" are involved. According to Park
(1950), "one speaks of race relations when there is a race problem" (in L. Back & 1.
Solomos 2000: 105).
Although Park's implications are three decades apart, he points to a shift in
American society where prior, 'race' and neighborhood relations where relatively
unimportant sociological issues. For example, both Gotham (2000) and Massey
(2001) indicate it was around the early 1920s when suburbanization ('white flight'),
ghettoization ('black blight'), and restrictive covenants begun sweeping across the
country. Prior to this era urban environments were economically strong, socially
vibrant, and 'blacks' and 'whites' tended to live close to one another, often sharing the
same city block (Ellen 2000; Massey 200 I).
Gotham (2000) traces the birth and continual association between 'race' and
place to economic motivations and the rise of the modern real estate industry. Massey
and Denton (1993) highlight federal housing mandate reactions to mass northern
migration to illustrate this shift.
In evaluating neighborhoods, the agency followed the HOLe's earlier lead in
racial matters; it too manifested an obsessive concern with the presence of
what the 1939 FHA Underwriting Manual call "inharmonious racial or
nationality groups." According to the manual, "if a neighborhood is to retain
stability, it is necessary that properties shall continue to be occupied by the
same social and racial classes (Massey & Denton 1993:54).
Gotham identified neighborhood change as a social process in the racialization
of place and space "that linked race and culturally specific behavior to place of
residence in the city" (2000:616). Gentrification is a recent process in urban
10

neighborhood change calling attention to the strength of this link between 'race' in
terms of inharmonious social groups, place, and culturally specific behavior.

Gentrification

Gentrification is a recent social process in urban neighborhood change.
Facilitated by national economic restructuring activities of the late 1960s,
gentrification often occurs near the end of a neighborhoods' life cycle (Freeman &
Braconi 2004; Kennedy & Leonard 2001; Schwirian & Gustavo 1993; Zukin 1987).
The process is marked either sequentially or concurrently by new housing
construction, old-stock rejuvenation, new culturally specific neighborhood amenities,
and most notably the entry of higher classes of people into "socially marginalized
portions of a city" (Zukin 1987: 131; Kennedy & Leonard 2001; Kerstein 1990; Taylor
1994; Wilson 1995). According to Zukin, rarely does gentrification extend "beyond a
street or neighborhood to an entire census tract" (1987:133).

Residents of

neighborhoods undergoing gentrification experience a sort of seeping process as old
faces and places are replaced by new (Kerstein 1990; Zukin 1987).
Gentrification is a particularly complicated social process with much public
and private debate over the intent and consequences of the process. As an urban
upliftment process, gentrification may be viewed as a much-needed economic scheme
to combat urban deterioration (Freeman & Braconi 2004; Immergluck 1999; Karsten
2003; Zukin 1987). As a displacement process, gentrification may be perceived as
just another economic scheme in the racialization of place and space (Bostic & Marin
11

2003; Gotharn2000; Massey 2001; Massey & Denton 1993,1989).

Interesting, too, is

that both sides of this debate are regularly argued by both longtime residents and
newcomers.

Characteristics of Gentrifiers
Several distinct and somewhat confusing perspectives have developed in
regards to who and what constitutes the gentrifying class. This confusion lends itself
to varying implications as to the type of social interaction.

In terms of class and

'race' the gentrifiers are typically young, higher-income, well-educated Anglo
American-whites who may be city-to-city in-movers, intra-regional re-Iocaters, or
what some call the sons and daughters of white-flighters i.e, back-to-the-city inmovers (Carpenter & Lees 1995; Immergluck 1999; Kennedy & Leonard 2001; Spain
1992; Taylor 1994; Wilson 1992). In most cases the socially marginalized in
gentrification studies are African American-blacks, regardless of education, income,
or tenure.
Conversely, cultural analyses suggest that the gentrifiers do not represent a
single or homogeneous class of people (Redfern 2003; Zukin 1987). The gentrifiers
also include single mothers, families with children, first time homeowners, lowincome in-movers, the informally and self-employed, educators, and corporate
employees seeking close proximity to downtown employment (Karsten 2003; Zukin
1987).
Moreover, socially marginalized neighborhoods and people does not neatly
imply African Americans.

For example, it is likely that not all 'whites' were
12

economically able to flee black encroachment, urban deterioration, and ghettoization.
According to Zukin, class-based/economic

arguments are subject to finely tuned

variations because "different forms of capital have a different relation to space and
time" (1987: 138). To this point, there is little research on a Mexican, Latino, Asian,
or a 'black' gentrifying class beyond mere inference (Bostic & Marin 2003; Prince
2002).

In addition, length of residency has been shown to have various positive

affects on intergroup neighboring and on how people view their environment.
Still, when gentrifiers are understood as coming from a range of social groups,
there is agreement among researchers that they are "different from other middle class
people," likely to have different economic and political access as well as different
"interests than their pre-established neighbors" (Zukin 1987: 131; Butler 2003; Redfern
2003).

Butler's (2003) social interaction study found little "day-to-day" contact

between middle-class gentrifiers and their children with non-middle-class neighbors.
According to Redfern, the gentrifiers are different from both suburbanites and those
they displace.

However, the motivations for each group are the same, "a concern for

defining and preserving identity in the modern world... What differs between them are
the means at the disposal of each group" (2003:2351).
These latter studies support Zukin's assertion that, in no way but proximity
does gentrification counteract the economic and racial polarization of most urban
populations.
The gentrifiers' choice of neighborhood does not imply their social integration
with existing neighbors of a diffetent race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic
status. In street encounters, they approach each other warily until familiarity
with neighborhood routine ensures politeness. New middle class residents
13

often expect crime to be as prevalent as "background noise." For their part,
existing residents may resent the superimposition of an alien culture ... with
different consumption patterns and an accelerated pace of change on their
community (Zukin 1987:132-133).
While much of the gentrification research spotlights issues of class and 'race'
to predict intergroup conflict, in most cases the actual between-resident conflict that is
expected has more to do with differences in length of residency.

Accordingly,

different interest, experiences, and expectations are likely to produce contact-conflict
over place, space, identity and history "as newcomers ... generate a critical mass of
people with greater access to resources than long-term residents" (Spain 1993: 156;
Bowman 1994; Kennedy & Leonard 2001 Schwirian & Gustavo 1993; Zukin 1987).
What is clear about gentrification is that it represents a moment in time where
different perceptions, experiences, and resulting expectations are colliding or
converging in the neighborhood.

What is most intriguing about the process is that it

is actually experienced as part of individuals' everyday interactions with others.

In

this context, gentrification represents an extraordinary opportunity to gain insights into
intergroup relations and the underlying motivations for behavior in a gentrifying
neighborhood.
The changing nature of a gentrifying neighborhood also makes available
information as to what neighborhood and neighbor means to 'different people'.

This

is important because, while the dominant view in literature states that class and 'race'
can always be used to define neighborhood, neighbor, and neighborly behavior (Lee et
al. 1991; Massey et al. 1994, 1993, 1989), others argue that there exist no single,
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generalizable concept, definition, or meaning of these terms (Forrest & Kearns 2001;
Kearns & Parkinson 2001).

In the remaining sections I review what appears to be two separate bodies of
literature on how neighborhood, neighbor, and neighborly behavior get defined and
described--one

of conflict and the other of cooperation. There is also disagreement in

the literature over the significance of a neighborhood versus a community. No doubt,
a neighborhood is a geographic area that also contains types of people and
interactions. Thus, in most cases, defming a meaning and function of neighborhood,
infers concepts of neighbor.

The Meaning of Neighborhood
According to the literature, neighborly relations reflect societal relations. Yet,
there is still a debate as to what constitutes a neighborhood.

Part of the problem with

defining neighborhood and neighboring behavior lies in analytical difficulties with
understanding actions that only have meaning in a particular context.

As Blumer

(1969) explains, a large part ofthe problem with finding out what something means to
people is that meaning is a social product, "creations that are formed in and through
the defining activities of people as they interact" (in Collins 1994: 306). What one
resident understands to be a neighborhood may not be so for another.

There is also

debate as to what constitutes a neighborhood, the relevance of a neighborhood as
opposed to the significance of a community, and whether the one is sociologically
more meaningful than the other. The debates appear to be a matter of meaning rather
than geographic size and composition.

15

In some cases, community constitutes a larger and more mobile entity than a
neighborhood.

For example, there are church communities, work communities, and

other extended networks that an individual may carry to and from the neighborhood
(Forrest & Kearns 200 I; Jezierski 1999). Lash defines "community" as "collectivities
of shared background practices, shared meanings, and shared routine activities in the
achievement of meaning" (Lash 1994 in Jezierski, 88). Traditional notions of
community are of support systems "based upon overlapping, dense and homogeneous,
local social networks" (Jezierski 1999:88). It is this sense of community homogeneity
that is under threat of fragmentation by increasing heterogeneity (Hutchinson,
Rodriguez, & Hagan 1996; Jezierski 1999; Woolever 1992). A decrease in
neighborhood homogeneity has a strong effect on residents' sense of community and
neighboring (Lee et al. 1991).
In other cases, neighborhood may be the larger, more tangible object like
money, or symbols and statements of cultural status (Butler 2003; Zukin 1987).
Galster (2001 :2112) conceptualized the contemporary neighborhood as a commodity,
a consumable cluster or "bundle of spatially based attributes" that Forrest and Kearns
assert can be bought and sold. "People may buy into neighborhoods as physical
environments rather than necessarily anticipate or practice a great degree of local
social interaction" (Forrest & Kearns 2001:130; Butler 2003; Zukin 1987).
More often than not, neighborhood and community are used interchangeably,
particularly in intergroup neighboring studies.

Hutchinson et al. (1996) posit that

both neighborhood and community represent something both geographic and
16

psychologic.

However in studies that do make a distinction, frequency, type, and

degree of routine social interaction appear to be major distinctions between
neighborhood and community.
While researchers agree that there are differences between "neighborhoods"
and "communities" in terms of how individuals interact in each, they cannot agree as
to what those differences are. Thus, this thesis utilizes Woods' 1914 definition of
neighborhood as "a vital public arena ... small enough to be a comprehensible and
manageable community unity .. .large enough to include in essence all the problems of
the city, the state, and the nation; and in a constantly increasing number of instances in
this country it includes all the fundamental international issues" (578-79).
Functions of Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods tell stories; they have histories, identities, and shared
reputations each affected by national and local processes of economic change (Guthrie
& Hutchinson 1995; Jaret & Reitzes 1999; Jezierski 1999; Kennedy & Leonard 2001;
Logan & Collver 1983; Spain 1993; Zubrinsky 2000). Neighborhoods also serve
certain functions in regards to structural organization and individual meaning (Kearns
& Parkinson 2001; Massey & Denton 1993).
Some neighborhoods, like some people, are perceived as economically and
politically more valuable than others (Harris 1999; Logan & Collver 1983; Zubrinsky
2000; Zubrinsky & Bobo 1996). Desirability studies show that 'people'-in

general,

have some common-sense knowledge of a neighborhood's meaning, value, and
location (Krysan 2002; 1983; Logan & Collver 1983; Zubrinsky 2000).
17

However,

having common knowledge by no means implies socially shared experiences in
neighborhoods or with neighbors.
As a geographic entity with shared reputations, a neighborhood is a bound area
understood as spaces and places wherein particular types of people, thought to look
and behave in mannerisms different than other types of people (Fellin & Litwak 1963;
Meyer 1951), tend to cluster or be clustered in particular regions of the nation,
particular cities, and areas within states (Galster 2001; Gotham 2001; Kearns &
Parkinson 2001; Massey et al. 1993, 1989; Meyer 1954; Woods 1914).
A neighborhood is also a social-psychological entity. Stratification studies
show that where one lives helps determine one's personal and social well being in
terms of access to and accumulation of social value and goods including quality
education, good and fresh food, decent health care, clean air, political representation,
and social prestige (Alex-Assensoh 1997; Garcia & Herrero 2004; Massey et al. 1994,
1993,1989; Ross, Reynolds, & Geis 2000; Ross & Mirowsky 2001; Sampson,
Morenoff, & Gannon-Rowley 2002; Shinn & Toohey 2003; Tigges, Browne, & Green
1998).
Exemplified in this literature is that the residential history of social relations in
the United States is an antagonistic story of a highly contested arena of identity
protection that is exhibited most clearly when it is threatened with change (Feagin
2001; Gotham 2000; Jasper 1997; Massey 2001; Oliver & Mendelberg 2000; Olzak,
Shanahan, & McEneaney 1996; Schwirian 1993, 1983; St John & Clymer 2000).
Massey and others argue, in an economically and racially stratified environment,
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As

"residential segregation is the principle organizational feature of American society"
(Massey & Denton 1993:9; Durant & Sparrow 1997). Relatively clear is that nowhere
in the entire social realm have classist and racist attitudes and behaviors proven more
resistant to change than in how neighborhood gets defined and described.
At the same time, however, a significant portion of the research shows that
'people' do not typically define their environment(s) along a single dimension (Adams
1992; Austin & Baba 1990; Woldoff 2002; Woolever 1992). Social interaction
within particular contexts and situations hold non-generalizable meanings for the
individual (Benson 1990; Forrest & Kearns 2001; Kearns & Parkinson 2001). Kearns
and Parkinson (2001) argue a single neighborhood exists on many different, and
overlapping scales wherein each representation has its own predominant purpose and
function. According to Grannis (1998), street design affects patterns of neighborly
interaction.
Kearns and Parkinson state the "home area" (a 5-10 minute walk from one's
home) provides the strongest sense of identity and belonging in terms of
environmental quality and perceptions of co-residents.

The home area also serves

such functions as places for "relaxation and re-creation of self; making connections
with others; fostering attachments ... and demonstrating or reflecting one's own
values" (Kearns & Parkinson 2001 :2103; Meyer 1951). This fits well with Perin's
(1988) description of the "good neighbor" as "someone who leaves you alone and
looks out for you" (in Benson 1990:363). Meyer exclaimed that "the trne meaning" of
neighborhood is one "where people know one another, are identified by a definite
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local status, and present in themselves little societies with marked social stratification
and a recognizable public opinion" (1951: 477).
This literature calls attention to a small but growing body of research
demonstrating that stable, economically and racially (mixed status) neighborhoods do
exist and have existed for more than five decades (Donnelly & Majka 1998, 1996;
Ellen 2000; Galster 1998; Hunter 1975; Saltman 1990, 1991; Smith 1998). Although
stable mixed status neighborhood research tends to be descriptive----concemed with
measuring integration or integrated neighborhoods-Donnelly

and Majka's studies

show that in some neighborhoods, 'different residents' were deliberately making
"atypical ideological choices" towards creating that integrated sense of community
(Donnelly & Majka 1996:272; Forrest & Kearns 2001; Guthrie & Hutchinson 1995;
Haggerty 1982; Hutchinson et al. 1995; Hunter 1975; Jezierski 1999; Saltman 1990).
This line of research suggests that, under certain conditions, the 'different members'
of a demographically changing neighborhood can create a socially integrated
community.

A Meaningful Conception of Neighborhood
The neighborhood, unlike any other social institution, represents a place that
conjures 'pictures in the mind' containing specific images and words that may also
generate special kinds offeelings and behaviors (Forrest & Kearns 2000; Keams and
Parkinson 2001; Mead 1934; Woldoff2002).

For anyone individual, neighborhood is

considered a resting ground, a place offarniliarity, comfort, choice, or an interpersonal
haven from a daily grind where personal identities may be subsumed by social
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demands (Forrest & Kearns 2000; Kearns and Parkinson 2001; Haggerty 1982; Jagun
et al. 1990; Meyer 1951; Woldoff 2002).
For others, ideas of neighborhood, particularly under changing condition, may
invoke feelings off ear, anxiety, uncertainty, and discomfort "where the people cannot
be trusted and are disinclined to watch out for one another" (Woldoff, 107; Oliver &
Mendelberg 2000).

In a group of two or more individuals, neighborhood may be

described along similar dimensions (Adams 1992; Austin & Baba 1990; Woolever
1992), but it is highly unlikely that the meaning one individual attaches to
neighborhood will be exactly the same as another's, even though they live within the
same geographic context or environment.

In this respect, the true meaning of

neighborhood and neighbor are wrapped up in each of its member's personal and
social identities.

Neighborly Behavior and Neighborliness
According to Mann (1954), "neighborliness" is a twofold concept existing on a
continuum of positive and negative behaviors.

Manifest neighborliness is

characterized by "overt forms" of social interactions.

Overt behaviors include saying

"hello," lengthy discussions, routine assistance, helping in minor emergencies,
problem solving with neighbors, watching each others' homes, active local friendship
networks, and "mutual visiting in the home and going out for purposes of pleasure"
(Mann 1954: 163; Lee et al, 1991; Benson 1990; Donnelly & Majka 1996; Woldoff
2002).
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Latent neighborliness, "the more crucial form of behavior," refers to casual
contact, conversation, or "favorable attitudes to neighbors which result in positive
action when a need arises" (Mann, 164). According to Mann, a mix of too much
manifest neighborly behavior with too little latent neighborliness can result in tensions
between neighbors. Yet, where there are high levels of both behaviors there is
potential "for a great deal of intercourse between neighbors" (Mann 1954:164-65).
More recent studies have expanded Mann's simple twofold concept.
Neighborhood attachment studies describe 'neighborliness'

as a behavior existing

somewhere between a heartfelt sentimental attachment to place and evaluative
assessments (Adams 1990; Lee et al. 1991; Woldoff 2002; Woolever 1992).
Evaluative attachment usually involves a subjective, comparative assessment of one's
own neighborhood to another, or objectively determined perceptions based on what
the neighborhood has to offer economically, politically, and psychologically (Logan &
Collver 1983; Woldoff 2002). Although evaluative assessments are often
economically and/or racially defined, one's attachment to place may be as simple as
satisfaction with neighborhood upkeep and community participation (Adams 1992;
Austin & Baba 1990), or contextual indicators such as feelings of belongingness, pride
in the area, level of commitment, or concern with the welfare of the total community
(Haggerty 1982; Woolever 1992).

Class and Inter-group Neighborliness
Within the range of possible manifest and latent behaviors, neighborliness
most often appears a matter of type and degree. In different studies, content and
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frequency may be attributed to sex, age, length of residence, presence of children,
tenure, education level, or most notably economic-class status and race (Benson 1990;
Campbell & Lee 1990; Durant & Sparrow 1997; Jagun, Brown, Milburn, & Gary
1990; Lee et al. 1991).
Durant & Sparrow (1997) found intra-group variations in neighboring based on
perceived economic-class status. Benson's examination of "the good neighbor" in
low-status environments argues neighboring behaviors between different racial and
ethnic groups is conditioned by, amongst other things, "shared second class status"
(1990:361). Oliver and Mendelberg (2000) assert tensions can arise in low-status
changing neighborhoods based on the education and income levels of' different
residents' .

Race and Inter-group Neighborliness
In many studies, 'race' is a proxy variable for class. However, considering socalled racial differences in urban neighboring serves as a useful explanatory frame
when neighborhood is treated as a vital social institution. According to racial
differences research, 'blacks' tend to have more "frequent" and "meaningful" contacts
with their neighbors whereas 'whites' tend to have "more short conversations", even
in racially mixed settings (Lee et al. 1991 :536; Sigelman et al. 1996). Lee et al. offer
adaptation theory as an explanation for why "the two races neighbor differently"
(1991 :542). They suggest that 'blacks' greater frequency in neighboring and use of
neighbor may be a generational response to an "outgrowth of limited access to
alternative sources ofaid" (1991:542,544;

Jagun et al. 1990). More specifically,
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adaptation theory is essentially a perspective considering environmental influences on
human behavior.
The generational response to neighboring and racial differences in use of
neighbor pertains to the history of social inequality. Wilson (1990) highlights this
point stating that 'race' is an important indicator of behavior "to the extent that it
signifies a historically determined channel of experience."

To such an extent, he

posits that a "genuine Black" community "life-style" exists to the degree "that unfilled
needs for symbols, meaning, and values often had to be met from within the black
community" (24).
Still, the generational explanation evades intuitive sense by posing more
questions than answers. It suggests that there is enough of a comparative distinction in
the ways 'blacks' and 'whites' neighbor to constitute 'black behavior' and 'white
behavior'.

The distinction assumes a group experience; ignoring the individuals'

experience, neighboring in less than 100% black neighborhoods, and the so-called
black middle-class experience. It alternatively suggests that regardless of
environmental conditions (physical, social, economic, and social psychological) 'white
neighborly behavior' is constant.
A more pronounced shift in contemporary research from Mann's apparent
class-less and race-less conception of neighborliness is toward distinct 'black"- 'white'
behaviors.

The distinction between 'black neighborly behaviors' and 'white

neighborly behaviors' is commonly found in neighborhood-neighbor
research seeking to explain persist segregation.
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preference

White Neighborly Behavior and Neighborhood Choice
Research argues that social segregation and inequality persist because AngloAmericans simply do not like African-Americans particularly as neighbors (Massey &
Denton 1993; Schuman & Bobo 1988; Schuman & Steeh 1996; Steeh & Schuman
1992). While there exist regional (Farley & Frey 1994), contextual, and cohort
variations in type and degree of black-dislike (Bobo & Hutchings 1996; Sigelman et

aI. 1996), a majority of 'white-identified' respondents appear predisposed to some
type of racist behavior or outgroup dislike (Benson 1990; Green, Strolovitch, & Wong
1998; Harris 1999; Lee 2000; Oliver & Mendelberg 2000; Olzak, Shanahan, &
McEneaney 1996; Zubrinsky 2000; Zubrinsky & Bobo 1996). This predisposition
tends to be strongest and most easily activated in demographically integrated and
integrating neighborhoods in response to perceptions of changes in the socioeconomic
status (education and income) of the neighborhood.
Neighborhood preference literature further suggests that social segregation and
inequality persist because 'blacks' and 'whites' hold deep-seated psychological fears
of each other (Bobo & Hutchings 1996; Forrest & Kearns 2001; Oliver & Mendelberg
2000; Ross et aI. 2000; Woldoff2002).

Any number of historically determined or

learned factors may contribute to the origins of these fears.

Some researchers propose

that "perceptions of fear affects people's psychological dispositions, social behavior,
and is linked to individual socio-demographic characteristics ... [but 1 fear is a social
fact rather than an individual fact" (Liska, Lawrence, & Sanchirico 1982:768;
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Clemente and Klieman 1977; Ross & Mirowsky 2001). Feagin (2001) explains
'whites' fears of 'blacks' in the following manner.
Fear is central to the ideology and attitudes woven through the system of anti
black oppression... As they are socialized, young whites learn, directly and
indirectly, consciously and unconsciously, that the dark otherness of black
Americans symbolizes degradation, danger, sinfulness, or the unknownimagery dating back to at least the seventeenth century and still present in
white imaginings (p. 78).
Feagin and others suggest that, because of the comparative advantage in 'being
white' (Shaw 2000), Anglo-Americans are afraid of amalgamating with any perceived
low-status or minority group (Hobo & Hutchings 1996). Class-based preference
researchers argue 'whites' are economically motivated to avoid low status neighbors
and integrated neighborhoods out fear of losing property value because, indeed, 'they
do drop when blacks move in' (Harris 1999). Harris argues it is not that 'white
people' have an aversion to 'black people' per se, but rather those people "with low
incomes [and education], weak attachments to the labor force," and a "perceived lack
of adherence to mainstream values" (Harris, 1999: 463; see also Goering 1986;
Pollakowski 1982).
Conversely, Green et ai. (1998) found that racially motivated crimes against
African-, Asian-, and Latino-Americans

(people of color) "stems not from economic

frustration but from an exclusionary impulse on the part of 'whites' defending what
they perceive to be their territory" (373).

Oliver and Mendelberg (2000) examine the

behaviors of 'whites' who lived in low status, 'mixed-race' environments.

They argue

that since 'whites' have always had the ability to economically and politically protect
themselves against 'black' encroachment, "outgroup hostilities" may emerge in a
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manner that has nothing to do with the racial composition of a neighborhood." (575).
Instead, 'whites' racial animosities towards 'blacks' in low status neighborhoods may
be part and parcel a "systematic psychological response" to "economic and physical
duress" (Oliver & Mendelberg, 575-79).
Kerstein's (1990) stage-model analysis of gentrification also assumes a
psychological relationship exists between time, neighboring, and the proportion of
'whites' already present in the neighborhood which is determined by the "risks" (e.g.,
risk oblivious, risk prone, risk averse respectively) individual 'whites' are willing to
take upon moving into predominantly 'black' neighborhoods.

These studies suggest

'whites' are simply afraid of becoming a neighborhood's minority in that the presence
of too many 'blacks' and other socially marginalized people emblematically
challenges a privileged identity (Bobo 1997; Ellen 2000; Farley & Frey 1994; Feagin
200 I; Green et al. 1998).

Black Neighborly Behavior and Neighborhood Choice
Less attention has been paid to African-Americans as neighbors beyond
reactionary frames used to predict 'white behaviors' (Jagun et al. 1990; Krysan 2002).
Repeatedly argued is that 'blacks' prefer living with 'whites', even at a SO/SO ratio,
but fear outgroup animosity or hostility (Benson 1990; Green et al. 1998; Krysan
2002; Oliver & Mendelberg 2000; Olzak et al. 1996; Schuman & Steeh 1996).
According to Zubrinsky (2000), this preference for 'white' neighbors should not be
mistaken for an attraction to diversity, but rather a desire to live in cleaner, better
neighborhoods.
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Because progressive changes in 'whites' expressed racial attitudes towards
'blacks' have been noted (Bobo & Kluegel 1993; Hamberger & Hewstone 1997; Lee
2000; Meertens & Pettigrew 1997; Michalos & Zumbo 2001; Trepagnier 2002), some
"blame persistent segregation" on racial solidarity or neutral ethnocentrism in terms of
African Americans' desire to live amongst their own kind (Krysan 2002: 938, but see
Patterson 1997; Thernstrom & Themstrom 1997). This argument suggests that
segregation and inequality persist because a majority of 'blacks' simply do not like
'whites'-in

general. Themstrom and Themstrom (1997) attempt to explain this

viewpoint.
If ... fears of being cold-shouldered or worse had been the main deterrent to
black movement into largely white neighborhoods ... blacks in the Detroit
metropolitan area should have shown greater willingness to enter white
sections after 1976. White receptivity to having black neighbors certainly
increased, and African Americans should have been able to discem the changes
(in Krysan 2002:942).
Indeed, 1960's federal policies have altered the demographic landscape of
many U.S. neighborhoods and 'whites' general acceptance of 'blacks' has changed
over the decades (Sigelman et aI. 1996). However, as Sigelman and others argue, the
quality and quantity of the contact "has undergone little change" (Sigelman et aI.
1996:1326; Jackman & Crane 1986). Sigelman and Tuch (1997) suggest that a type of
perceptual imbalance exists in 'blacks' and 'whites' stereotypical perceptions of each
other that may escape large-scale analyses.
The quality of the contact between 'blacks' and 'whites' appears most
attributable to individual-level variation such as age, one's beliefs about the nature of
society and perceptions of equal status, and education including early childhood
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schooling (Krysan 2002; Pettigrew 1998; Sigelman et al. 1996, 1997). Individual
African Americans who believe there remains a great deal of both institutionalized and
individual discrimination tend to be less willing to share neighborhoods with
'whites'."

Conversely, individual Anglo Americans who believe minority groups have

gained full and equal rights tend not to prefer 'blacks' as neighbors i.e., the principleimplementation gap (Schuman & Steeh 1996; Zubrinsky et al. 1996, 2000).
In this chapter I have discussed social change, its conceptual complexities, and
how it relates to concepts of neighborhood and neighborhood change. I also identified
some of the difficulties in fmding a single defmition of neighborhood and thus,
neighbor and neighborly behavior. The reviewed literature on racial differences in
neighboring poses several underlying questions. Do 'different people' understand
their own and others' everyday behavior in terms of 'black I white', race-based
behavior, higher I lower class-based behavior, or do they explain the meaning of
behavior in some other terms?
More specifically, if 'whites' dislike 'blacks' but are motivated in choosing a
gentrifying neighborhood out of economic concerns, and 'blacks' distrust 'whites' but
may welcome neighborhood upgrading, how do fear-based perceptions of race play
out in everyday interactions in a gentrifying neighborhood?

In addition, if fear is a

social fact of American culture and society (Feagin 2001; Liska et al. 1982) is not
everyone affected? This question is difficult to address since there is little evidence on
other than a 'white' gentrifying class. Finally, if class and race are contrasting
predictors of a person's social well being, the question arises, might there be an
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alternative, more collective explanation for the ways people neighbor?
In the next chapter, I present the theoretical frame employed to explain
expected types of people and intergroup neighborly behaviors in a gentrifying
neighborhood.

In particular, I explore two versions of Social Identity theory that

offer different answers to each of the questions posed above.
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

In this chapter I discuss the theoretical perspective used in this thesis. I first
present a general description of Social Identity Theory (Tajfel 1969; Turner 1987,
1999; Hogg & Abrams 1988).

Next I present two versions of social identity theory-

Social Dominance theory (Sidanius & Pratto 1999) and Optimal Distinctiveness
theory (Brewer 1997, 1996, 1991)- that offer differing explanations of how social
identity affects inter-group behavior.

I close this chapter by presenting the research

questions this thesis seeks to answer.

SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY
Social identity and self-categorization theories make up what is generally
referred to as the "social identity perspective" (Hogg 2001).

This perspective

emphasizes the importance of individuals' identities and self-definitions for translating
social categories into social groups (Tajfel 1972, 1984). Brewer (1996,1997) notes
that the social identity perspective rests on two basic premises.

First, individuals

organize their understanding of the social world on the basis of categorical distinctions
that transform continuous variables into discrete classes, which minimize perceived
differences within categories and accentuate intercategory differences (Tajfel 1969).
Second, since individual persons are also members of some of these same social
categories, social categorization carries with it implicit ingroup-outgroup

(i.e., we-

they) distinctions that carry affective and emotional significance (Turner 1985).
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Individual's understanding of the social world takes the form of a basic
intergroup schema with certain shared characteristics, including:
a) assimilation within category boundaries and contrast between categories,
such that all members of the ingroup are perceived to be more similar to
self than the outgroup (i.e. ingroup accentuation principle);
b) positive affect is selectively generalized to fellow ingroup members but not
outgroup (i.e. ingroup favoritism); and
c) intergroup social comparison associated with perceived negative
interdependence between ingroup and outgroup (Le. social competition
principle) (Brewer 1997).

With its emphasis on the importance of ingroup I outgroup distinctions, social
identity theory is a useful framework for understanding how the meaning of category
membership can impact individual behavior.

Social Identity and Inter-group Relations: Conflict or Cooperation
In the quote at the beginning of Chapter Two, Malcolm X suggested there
were two types of people and accompanying behaviors and that change will come
about not from a clash between 'blacks' and 'whites' or people of different statuses,
but between those who want freedom, justice, and equality for everyone and those
who want to continue the system of exploitation.

Propositions in social identity

theory also highlight different types of people and behaviors.
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However, theoretical variations in the social identity tradition regarding salient
motivational dynamics in intergroup-individual

behavior have produced alternative

explanations on what social change might look like, as well as the type of people and
behaviors that might be found in a gentrifying neighborhood.

The variations underlie

the opposing views in the literature dealing with intergroup conflict and cooperation.
In an effort to understand the range of possible attitudes and behaviors that might be
found in a demographically changing neighborhood, it will be helpful to highlight
some common psychological and sociological assumptions.
Discrimination is at best a functional part of the human experience.
Psychologically, human beings have fundamental needs to order and control their
environment in effort to simplify perceptions and ease information processing
(Deschamps & Devos 1998; Hogg et al1995, 1988; Marcus-Newhall, Miller, Holtz, &
Brewer 1993; Turner 1999). Through cognitive functions in self-categorization and
social comparisons (Turner 1999), self, objects, and others get compartmentalized

into

discrete categories of meaning always in reference to the personal self-concept (Hogg
et al. 1995, 1988). Social identity is a mediating process connecting individuals to
society whereby group behavior is also understood as individual behavior (Hogg et al.
1995, 1988; Turner 1999).
Sociologically, the processes of categorization and social comparison help
towards establishing societies, maintaining social order and behavior by way of
teaching individuals what to think, feel, and how to behave, i.e, basic socialization
(Deschamps & Devos 1998; Hogg et al. 1995). "One major effect of categorization
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and the simplification it implies is that it emphasizes the differences between
categories ... and the similarities within the same category" (Deschamps & Devos, 4).
Baron and Pfeffer (1994:192) add that "we anchor our judgments through" social
comparisons.

Social consequences arise when what is categorically emphasized

becomes differentially valued human groupings.

Social Identity and Inter-group Conflict
The conflict perspective in social identity theory asserts that people are
categorized in terms of higher-status/dominant

and lower-status/subordinate

groups

and individuals. The theory contends individuals are motivated in choice and behavior
by fundamental needs to acquire positive self-esteem, which in tum, "produces
pressures for intergroup differentiation [ingroup favoritism and outgroup dislike] to
achieve positive self-evaluation in terms of collective self-esteem" i.e. self-social
esteem (Turner 1999:8).

Social identities as mediating processes are not so much

idiosyncratic, self-definitions but rather comprise the "individuals' knowledge that
[slhe] belongs to a particular social group together with some emotional and
evaluative significance of group membership" (Hogg & Abrams 1988:7; Turner
1999).
Group membership may involve different levels of identification across
contexts but as the individual is a product of the social environment, emotional and
evaluative significance largely involves economic-class status and 'race'.

Thus, a

given individual's values and priorities are thought closely aligned with class and
'race'-based group memberships.
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Social Identity Theory centrally maintains intergroup behavior will be
determined by the relative or perceived status of the out-group in a situation or
context.

Tumer states, the "character" of intergroup social behavior is a

psychological consequence of an interaction between the "perceived nature of
intergroup status differences and shared beliefs about the nature of the social
structure" (1999:8-9).
A major point of theoretical contention is that, in regards to racial group
categorization, positive self-social esteem is so highly associated with dominant group
(Anglo American-'whites')

characteristics and ideologies, it is assumed that low-

status, subordinate groups and individuals are in "an unsatisfactory state of affairs due
to lower self-esteem" and must seek avenues to change their situation (Hogg &
Abrams 1988:27).

Social change may occur but within a limited number of options

and appears dependent on subordinate individual's subjective beliefs about the nature
of society and whether or not a lesser valued group is present to make comparisons.
The conflict perspective in social identity maintains that, since 'being black'
serves as society's negative referent group, meaningful change is not likely for African
Americans or persons of perceived African Ancestry, as a group, beyond mere
tokenism.

Still, whatever measures are adopted by low-status individuals and groups

to create "real social change," the dominant group "must ensure the process does not
go to far" (Hogg & Abrams 1988:29).
Social dominance theory (Sidanius & Pratto 1999) similarly assumes two
categories of people expressing behaviors on a continuum. However, this theory
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maintains by virtue of living and interacting in a group-based system of social
hierarchy such as the U.S., all individuals-regardless
gender, etc.-are

of class, race, nationality,

predisposed to forming a social dominance orientation.

Like self-

esteem, the dominance orientation is a very general, individual-difference orientation
guiding perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors to the degree individuals desire to see
themselves as being better than or superior to their neighbors (Sidanius et al. 1999,
1992a-b).

Thus, the continuum accounts for the way 'other' groups and individual

behave.
On one end of the continuum are egalitarians-e-expressing hierarchyattenuating behaviors "that attempt to reduce social hierarchy by de-legitimizing
inequality or the practices that sustain it" (Sidanius & Pratto 1999: I 04). Michalos and
Zumbo (200 I) state the "thoroughly egalitarian" type person is one who "thinks the
rights of people are not as comprehensive or secure as they should be; i.e., for such
respondents the democratic ideal of complete equality for all residents has not yet been
achieved" (207).
On the other end are anti-egalitarian types---expressing hierarchy-enhancing
behaviors "that enhance social hierarchy by justifying it or the practices that sustain it"
(Sidanius & Pratto 1999:104).

Sidanius and Pratto further state that hierarchy-

enhancing and hierarchy-attenuating

behaviors act as counterbalancing forces.

Research in ideological dissonance and to a lesser extent, African American
acculturation supports this view.' Both hierarchy-attenuating

and hierarchy-enhancing

behaviors may be observed in individuals' speech (i.e. word choice), career and
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neighborhood choices, as well as routine and expected everyday behaviors.
From the social identities in conflict perspective, three possible observances
can be expected in relations between old and new neighbors of a gentrifying
neighborhood.

First, class, and particularly race, will manifest itself in residents

definitions and descriptions of neighborhood and neighbor and particularly in
residents' stated perceptions of each other as neighbors (Durant & Sparrow 1987; Lee
et al. 1991; Massey & Denton 1993; Park 1950). Second, there will be categorically
clear distinctions between longtimers' and newcomers' perceptions, definitions, and
descriptions of neighborhood, neighbor, and neighborly behaviors

(Bowman 1994;

Butler 2003; Redfern 2003; Spain 1993; Zukin 1987).
Third, neighborly behavior in a gentrifying neighborhood will be consciously
or otherwise composed of deep-seated, psychological responses consisting of fear,
mistrust, and suspicion (Clemente & Klieman 1977; Hughes 1980; Liska et al. 1982;
Oliver & Mendelberg 2000).

Moreover, the new flavor of the neighborhood may be

felt and described in old racialized patterns of behavior (Gotham 2000; Massey 2001)
including violence (Olzak et al. 1996), exclusionary impulses (Green et al. 1998),
"rigid avoidance behavior" or "short conversations" (Benson 1990:363; Lee et al.
1999:536), or simply a preference for fewer low-status and/or 'black' neighbors
(Harris 1999; Oliver & Mendelberg 2000; Zubrinsky 1996, 2000).

In such settings,

behaviors may be represented and viewed by others as newly constructed privacy
fences with patrolling dogs, where people are rarely seen out-of-doors visiting with
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neighbors (Butler 2003; Clemente & Klieman 1977; Hughes 1980; Ross & Mirowsky
2001; Zukin 1987).
The conflict perspective may explain defended neighborhoods, racial violence
and intolerance, and why residential racial segregation remains the most preferred type
of neighborhood formation, but it does not account for the rise in stable, mixed-status
neighborhoods.

This study seeks an understanding of social change and how that

change is manifest in behaviors. The question remains, how are stable,
demographically mixed-status neighborhoods created and maintained? According to
Brewer (1991), "there is a limit to the cultural shaping of fundamental human needs"
(478).

Individuals can choose with whom and how to identify.

Social Identity and Inter-group Cooperation
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory (Brewer 1991) presents a model of intergroup
cooperation in an effort to explain how it is that people can be 'the same and different
at the same time.' Brewer (1991) argues neither the motivational drive for positive
self-social esteem nor the social dominance orientation readily account for "those
situations in which individuals choose to identify with groups that are of low status or
negatively valued by the population at large" nor do low status individuals appear to
suffer from excessively low self-esteem (1991 :477).
Accordingly, social identities are more than just evaluative assessments.
Social identities also derive from a "fundamental tension between human needs for
validation and similarity to others (on the one hand) and a countervailing need for
uniqueness and individuation (on the other)" (Brewer 1991:477).
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Theoretical

propositions, assumptions, and empirical findings in the Optimal Distinctiveness
approach are rooted in the principles of self-categorization theory (Turner 1999) and
firmly tied to intergroup contact hypotheses.
Self-categorization theory
Self-categorization theory (Turner, 1987, 1999) essentially states that social
identities emerge in the psychological shift from the personal-level of identification
(subordinate-level) to group/intergroup level (intermediate-level) to identification with
the entire human race (superordinate-level).

In the shift, persons can choose with

whom and how to identify. Turner explains,
The self can be categorized at many different levels and the factors
which make for the salience of any given level need not be inversely
related. On the contrary ... in many situations there will be factors
making for the salience of both the personal and the social categorical
levels of self-identification.
It is the relative salience of different
levels of self-categorization in a specific situation which determines
the degree to which self-perception is personalized or depersonalized,
the degree to which behavior expresses individual differences or
collective similarities (Turner 1999: 11).
Depersonalization occurs on the psychological shift from the personal-interest
'1' to the ordinate 'we' where social identities can be chosen (Brewer 1991). The
superordinate level is the entire human race. Being the same and different at the same
time rests on the assumption that "the self-concept is expandable and contractible
across different levels of social identity with associated transformations in the
defmition of self and the basis for self-evaluation" (1991 :476). For example, as
'different individuals' come to recognize and act upon a social problem that requires
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collective attention, regardless of the class or racial composition of the context, "the
more depersonalized the self-concept becomes" (Brewer, 477).
The optimal distinctiveness model is a synthesis of three intergroup contact
hypotheses that stress the importance of the structure of the contact situation for
promoting positive intergroup relations. As these models neatly portray an entity
called neighborhood, it is beneficial to briefly highlight key points that shed light on
possible types of interactions.

Coincidently, and keeping in mind that Brewer is

interested in large-scale social change, the term "cooperative framework" as discussed
below is an ideal concept of neighborhood (Brewer 1996).
First, decategorization as posited by Brewer (1996:293), assumes "contact will
be most effective" if neighborly interactions are "highly personalized rather than
category-based" or group-based defined. In an economically and racially changing
neighborhood where visual cues present clear category boundaries, intergroup
cooperation will be achieved if residents take the time to get to know one another
personally.
Secondly, "instead of focusing on individuating information," recategorization
proposes intergroup cooperation will be achieved if the contact situation is structured
"so as to focus attention on superordinate category identification that encompasses
both the ingroup and out group in a single social group representation" (Brewer
1996:294). This model suggests if skin color is the defining feature used to make
ingroup-outgroup distinctions, thereby limiting positive neighborly interactions, the
categorical salience of 'race' will be reduced and intergroup hostilities minimized
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when superordinate goals (for example, collective efforts in establishing neighborhood
watch programs) reduce intergroup distinctions (Brewer 1996). Although recategorization can not be observed in a case study-primarily

because it takes time for

"cross group friendships to develop" (pettigrew I 998:76)--it

assumes both 'race' and

class will become insignificant and cooperative intergroup neighboring will emerge
between old and new residents as the 'different residents' come to think of themselves
as "one unit" rather than two or more separate social groups (Brewer 1996:294).
Third, subcategorization posits that the contact situation will be structured so
that "members of the respective groups have distinct, but complementary roles to
contribute toward achieving common goals." (Brewer 1996:295). In this way, the
'different members' "maintain positive distinctiveness" within a framework of
cooperative neighboring (Brewer, 295). In situating cooperative intergroup
neighboring as goal-oriented behavior, subcategorization leaves more questions than
answers.
If, as is commonly assumed, communication between 'different people' is
impeded by their differences (Lee et al. 1991; Woldoff 2002), how might long-timers
and newcomers come to understand their common goals and roles? Who or what
ensures shared understandings? How is this understanding initially expressed? If
neighborhood is about desired relaxation as Kearns and Parkinson propose, then when,
how, and to what things is goal-oriented neighboring time devoted? Most importantly,
how do the 'different residents' perceive neighborhood and neighboring that they
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might feel themselves positively distinct and a complementary addition to the
neighborhood and each other?
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory maintains that cooperative relations can be
achieved if the contact situation is "structured so as to result in altered cognitive
representations that would eliminate one or more of the features ... that assumes
negative interdependence between the ingroup and outgroup" (Brewer 1996:295, my
emphasis). Eliminating, as opposed to altering a particular dimension of the negative
intergroup schema should allow cross-contextual (i.e. beyond the neighborhood)
redefinitions of neighbor beyond the usual barriers of class, 'race', ethnicity, etc ..
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory further contends that self-social identification
and intergroup cooperation will be "strongest at that level of inclusiveness, which
resolves the conflict between the needs for differentiation of the self and assimilation
with others" (Brewer 1991 :477). Thus, in many situations, negative behavior is a
psychological consequence offeeling too assimilated (as in not feeling like a unique
individual), or too distinctive (as in group-based identified or not feeling like a real
member of the group). Moreover, these consequential tensions are likely to generate
feelings of anxiety, discomfort, fear, suspicion, or lack of trust. Mistrust is found to
be a deciding factor in neighborhood disorder (see Kramer 1999).
Theoretically then, social change is a process of developing new attitudes and
behaviors, which rest in the balance between social identities in conflict (Hogg et al.
1995,1988; Sidanius & Pratto 1999), and social identities in cooperation (Brewer
1991,1993,1996).

At any moment, individuals' behavior is based on socialization,
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their beliefs about the social world, recent experiences, and an adherence to society's
needs to maintain a permanent subordinate class of people from which to make selfsocial comparisons in privilege (Brewer 1991, 1996; Turner 1999).
Social identity in cooperation highlights neighborhood as a place of relaxation,
reflection, and self-re-creation where intergroup neighboring and neighborhood may
simply be about "face-to-face ... reciprocal relations" in a "site" of "ongoing repair
work to normalize social relations" (Forrest & Keams 2001 :2127; Keams & Parkinson
2001). In this view, relaxation and reciprocity suggests greater similarities than
differences between old and new neighbors' descriptions, definitions, and perceptions
of neighborhood, neighbor, and each other as neighbor.

Research Questions
Given the discussion in this and the previous chapters, this thesis then seeks to
answer the following research questions.
• How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood define and
describe neighborhood?
• How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood define and
describe neighbor? How do they perceive one another as neighbors?

In addition, the analysis draws on the question, "what is the relationship between who
residents are and what they say?"
In this chapter I discussed the general theoretical perspective - social identity
theory - employed in this thesis.

In addition, I explored two versions of social

identity theory - social dominance and optimal distinctiveness theories - that propose
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entirely different explanations of how social identity might affect intergroup relations
within gentrifying neighborhoods.
seeks to answer.

I presented the research questions that this thesis

In Chapter Four, I discuss the setting, participants, and methodology

used in this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

The object of this study is to gain insight into the more mundane relations of
everyday neighboring between different members of a gentrifying neighborhood.

This

study seeks to examine how the 'different membets' of a gentrifying neighborhood
might recognize each other and interpret each other's neighboring actions in a
contemporary real life context.
In this chapter I discuss the qualitative procedures employed to capture
residents' attitudes and perceptions about self and others as neighbors, their
environment, as well as their prior experiences and future expectations of neighbor
and neighborly behavior. The chapter is divided into six sections. The first section
discusses the rationale for utilizing a qualitative approach, while the second describes
the research site, including its historical context. Sections describing the study design,
interview procedures and questions, participant selection and key categories, and data
analysis follow this.

Rationale For A Qualitative Approach
A qualitative approach to data collection and analysis is appropriate in
research that searches for deeper understanding of participants' experiences with the
topic being studied (Marshall & Rossman 2003; Patton 2003). This approach is
particularly useful in studies that seek to understand how different individuals
experience and negotiate macro forces, such as classisrn and racism, in the everyday,
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as well as for understanding intergroup social behavior in a specific context during
processes of change. While inferences may be made based on large-scale and trend
analysis, such quantitative studies cannot answer how 'different neighbors' might
come to share an "intersubjective understanding of specific life circumstances"
(Schwandt 1997: 19; Berg 2004; Stewart 1990).
Intersubjectivity signifies the "character or nature of the [everyday] lifeworld ... ofhuman experience and social action ... constituted by the thoughts and acts
of individuals and the social expressions of those thoughts and acts" (Schwandt
1997:74, 83). Intersubjectivity challenges scientific generalization and validity
(Bertaux 1981; Halfpenny 1979; Kirk & Miller 1986; Schwandt 1997). Whether one's
approach is quantitative or qualitative, at some point during question framing, subject
selection, data collection and analysis, the social researcher is methodologically
intersubjective (Bertaux 1981; Halfpenny 1979; Kirk & Miller 1986; Schwandt 1997).
The present study seeks to understand large-scale social processes-Leo
change and neighborhood change-by

examining individual-level interactions.

social
A

qualitative approach is justified because the focus of this research is on the meaning
that people place upon their own and other's neighboring behaviors that are
experienced as part of everyday life.

The Research Site
Keams and Parkinson (2001) concept of the "home area" (a 5-10 minute walk
from one's home) as providing the strongest sense of identity and belonging, fits well
with Grannis' (1998) notion that tertiary streets have an effect on the ways people
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neighbor.

Grannis defines tertiary streets (i.e. small, residential streets) as

pedestrian-based, one-lane streets with no dividers, which are maintained by the city
"to provide internal access to areas bounded by non-tertiary streets, but are not to be
used as thoroughfares" (Grannis, 1533). Utilizing the concepts of Kearns and
Parkinson's home area, and Grannis' tertiary streets, the research setting for this study
is a portion of King Neighborhood located in the north-northeast region of
metropolitan Portland, Oregon.
This particular portion of the neighborhood is bordered by two-lane divided
thoroughfares on its perimeters: Seventh Avenue to the west, Fifteenth Avenue to the
east, Prescott Street to the south, and Alberta Street to the north. As the intersections
of northeast Fifteenth Avenue & Alberta and northeast Fifteenth & Prescott extend
two blocks beyond the border of King Neighborhood (Sabin at Alberta, and Vernon at
Prescott), and the fact that block-group data changes at ninth street,' the research
setting is bound between northeast Ninth and Twelfth and Going and Humbolt Streets.
Within this border are small, pedestrian-based streets which are maintained by
city street cleaning and occasional snow removal services.

These blocks represent a 5

to 10 minute walk from my home with my dog.

King Neighborhood in Socie-historical

Context

Because the social history of a neighborhood has implications for current
behavior, it is necessary to identify the history of King neighborhood in order
understand the meaning of neighboring behavior for current residents. The history of

i Census 2000 American Fact Finder
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the north and northeast sectors of Portland, Oregon, and Particularly King
Neighborhood in Multnomah County, is, in memory, situated in racial exclusion laws;
World War Il labor needs; Federal Anti-Housing Discrimination Act of 1943; the end
of the war and continued 'black' migration; the flood of 1948, and the question of
what to do about the Negro in Portland (Maben 1988).
The essence of the memory of King is that after the flood, black Americans
were housed in dilapidated areas of the city occupied by out-moving Germans,
Italians, and Russians, where property values were lowest, and where it was decided
they could do no further damage (Maben 1988). In the early decades of the twentieth
century, inner north/northeast Portland was a relatively thriving socially diverse
community until 1950s revitalization schemes constructed the coliseum, a hospital,
and highway expansion that razed the heart of business districts.
Portland is the largest city in Oregon. Throughout the greater part of the city
one can see sprinklings of large, intact, pre and early 1900s Portland Style homes.
There are stark visual economic-class differences depending on whether one stands on
the east or west side of the Willamette River, and further gradations between and
within the northeast and southeast, and northwest and southwest. By no means has the
city of Portland ever resembled the concentrated ghettos historically found in
Northeastern or Midwest cities.

As of yet, there are no high-rise, low-income

dwellings, such as a Cabrini Green in Chicago, Robert Taylor Homes in Detroit, or the
like. But downtown construction is constantly underway and there is talk of high-rise
apartment building.
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In regards to national political issues, Oregon is a battleground state. Dubbed
"Little Beirut" by George Bush, Sr. in the 19808, Portlanders tend to pride themselves
on liberal ideologies in the midst of a politically conservative state. Yet, Oregon was
the only state to enter the union (in 1859) with anti-black, exclusionary constitutional
language. African Americans were forbidden to reside in the state except for limited
labor needs.
During the 1800s Portland was recognized as the most racially segregated city
west of the Mississippi (Maben 1988). Its city officials, commissioners and police
chiefs, were proudly and openly Klansmen. The Thirteenth Amendment was passed
by referendum in 1865; the Fourteenth was rejected until 1868, while the Fifteenth
failed in 1870 but ratified in 1959. Near the tum of the century the city moved to a
status of most integrated.
Sometime during the 1920s 'black' exclusion was translated into the covenant
Article 34-the

local rule of real estate industry practice and behavior (see Gotham

2000).8 This rule forbade white homeowners from selling their properties to African
Americans and other "inharmonious racial or nationality groups" (Massey & Denton
1993:54).

In a 2001 referendum, Oregonians successfully removed racist language

from their original state constitution. Previous attempts to remove such language had
failed in 1895,1916, and 1927. For several years between 1990 and 2005, Portland
was nationally known as the cleanest, 'most livable city' in the nation.
Many Portlanders, particularly 'whites', tend to perceive their city as rather
diverse, if not ethnically at least in attitude,"
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Census 2000 estimates a statewide

ethnic distribution and increases of over 62,000 African American Oregonians (up
thirty-two percent); an 89 percent increase in Hispanics; 57 percent Asian and Pacific
Islanders; 13 percent American Indian and Alaska Native, and over three million
Anglo American-whites, up 15.4 percent.

Over half of the states' African American

population lives in Portland.1O A relatively large proportion of African American
Portlanders' (as well as other people of color) live in the north/northeastern regions of
the city.
It is, perhaps, the friendly feel of the city in general, and the old stock homes in
particular, that underpins population growth and urban renewal.

Traveling the streets

of inner northeast Portland, the feel and style of a neighborhood may change
drastically from block to block.

Within King, one regularly sees large two and three

story, old stock homes with wtapping front porches on the corners, book ending
smaller privately owned and rental properties.
The portion of the research site in King neighborhood is currently gentrifying
marked by new housing construction, old-stock rejuvenation, new neighborhood
amenities, and changing faces. Although there are several Community Development
Corporations, low-income/rent controlled dwellings, and an elementary school, King
neighborhood has no record of political activism to speak of. The current feel of the
area is one of implied cohesiveness marked solely by the absence of overt conflict.
People are often out-of-doors particularly during the summer months.

While

barbeques and backyard patties are normal, particularly amongst newcomers,
observation finds them often attended by unfamiliar faces or non-residents.
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Design
Marshall and Rossman (2003) identify 3 distinct general design strategies-indepth interviews, case study, and microanalysis--each
different genre of qualitative research.

of which is associated with a

Each strategy stipulates the unit of analysisl

focus of inquiry as well as the overall approach to collecting data.

Table I Qualitative Research Design
Genre

Focus ofInquiry

Strategy

individual lived experience

individuals

in-depth interview

society and culture

groups or organizations

case study

language & communication

speech events

micro analysis

(Marshall & Rossman 2000:61)
Since the purpose of this study is to understand neighboring behavior as participants'
experience it-i.e.

their subjective experience--then

using interviewing as the data

collection method makes conceptual sense.
It must be noted that the initial methodological intent of this study was to
gather information on the meaning of neighboring behaviors by conducting group
interviews (i.e. focus groups). Thus, three key informants were selected based on
length of residency. Two of the informants are Mr. and Mrs. O. They are African
American retired homeowners, and have been living in the same house in King
neighborhood for 47 years. The third informant was Mrs. L, a middle age Anglo
American newcomer who has lived in the neighborhood for 8 years. Mrs. L is also a
retired homeowner who volunteers at a local hospice. However, upon soliciting
residents of the research site, three of the first three neighbors contacted felt focus
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groups were "rather un-neighborly".

This immediately resulted in the shift to an

individual interview format.
Interviews
This qualitative study utilizes open-ended interviews. Interviews are
particularly useful when researchers are interested in understanding perceptions of
participants, or how they attach meaning to events. One primary strength of
interviewing is that the participant's perspective on the topic being studied unfolds as
they see it, not as the researcher views it. Interviews are especially useful when
researchers want to learn about what can't be seen, such as feelings, thoughts,
intentions, and in this study, the interpretation of others' actions.
Though guided by a set of general questions, the interview process is a social
situation based on emergent, first order concepts (Kohli 1991; Schwandt 1997; Warren
& Karner 2005). "The qualitative interview is not only a method, it is a social
interaction of the very type qualitative methods were designed to study!" (Warren &
Karner, 137). First-order concepts may be historically situated, but the data of
experience cannot be sununed up or averaged (Kohli 1991; Schwandt 1997).
Primary data were collected through eighteen in-depth interviews and two
brief on-the-spot conversations (approximately 5 minutes each). Babbie (1999:268)
states a qualitative interview is essentially a conversation in which the interviewer
establishes a general direction for the conversation and pursues specific topics raised
by the respondent." The interview-conversation

is an "interaction between an

interviewer and a respondent in which the interviewer has a general plan of inquiry but
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not a specific set of questions that must be asked in particular words or order"
(Babbie, 269).
All but one of the interviews were audiotape recorded. In addition, notes were
taken during the interviews. However, due to audio recording complications, not all
interviews are reported. One (key informant) interview took place in my home and the
remaining occurred at the respondents' homes on the front porch, in the back yard, or
sitting in the living room. The brief convetsations took place randomly and out-ofdoors either on the sidewalk or near a neighbor's home when out walking my dog.
The conversations were not recorded and captured through recollection.

I approached

all respondents identifying myself as a student, stating where I lived, and the purpose
of my study.
Based on the literature and informant interviews, five general interview
questions were developed to capture and compare old and new residents' definitions
and descriptions of neighborhood and neighbor, perceptions of each other as
neighbors, and reasons for selecting this portion of the neighborhood.

The data

divided into old-timers and newcomers categories based on integrated neighborhood
research that measures stability by plus and minus ten-years. The questions included
but were not ordered or limited to the following:
(I) Why did you choose this neighborhood,
(2) How do you feel in or about this neighborhood
(3) How would you describe the type of neighboring that goes on in the
neighborhood
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(4) How or what do you think about the changes in the neighborhood, and
(5) Can you describe your past experiences with neighborhoods and neighboring.

A sixth, floating question emerged during the first interview with SA. SA is a
Mexican American woman who has lived in the neighborhood since 1996. She states
her primary motive for selecting the neighborhood was purely economic affordability,
a reason given by all respondents.

In expressing high appreciation for the economic,

ethnic, and sexual diversity of the neighborhood, SA poignantly stated, "If! had a
million dollars and stayed in Oregon, I'd keep my house in the neighborhood." As we
laughed she encouraged me to ask others this questions, "to see what they say". Thus,
depending on direction and tone of each interview, respondents were asked, (6) if you
had a million dollars would you move from the neighborhood?

Participants
Participant selection for the remaining interviews followed a type of snowball
technique based on respondents' suggestions on whom, amongst the neighbors most
familiar with or curious about, would be a good person to talk to. I spoke with twenty
individuals from fifteen households. Participants varied by tenure (14 owners and 6
renters), race-ethnicity (11 African American; g Anglo-'whites',

1 Mexican, and 1

self-identified Black/White mixed), age (22 to 77 years old), gender (5 male and 15
female), sexual orientation (same sex partners: 2 female, 1 male), and length of
residency (6 to 47 years).
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Four of the interviews were with two respondents (two couples, one cohabitants i.e. nuns; one mother and daughter) and are paired together where relevant.
Two respondents are nuns residing in "the nuns house." Participants' status in the
neighborhood varied in other ways.

For example, one respondent is a roommate of a

homeowner, and one is the daughter of long time resident who has lived in the
neighborhood most of her life. Another grew up in the neighborhood, married and
moved out, but happened to be visiting her mother during the interview.

Many of

these residents grew up in the neighborhood, area, or house in which they currently
reside, and have strong memories of what the neighborhood used to be like.

Key Categories and Representation
This qualitative study seeks an initial Understanding of the ways 'different
people' in a portion of a gentrifying neighborhood perceive self and each other as
neighbors. The study references census tract data. Three key categories or variables
of interest to this study are tenure, raee-ethnicity, and length of residency.
the object at this stage is not generalizabilty.

However,

To the degree the participants represent

the population at large, Table 2 Comparative Census Data shows the total city,
neighborhood, tract, and study area comparisons of populations, race-ethnicity,
housing units, tenure, and tenure by race-ethnicity (see Appendix A-I).
Tenure denotes homeowners and renters. Race-ethnicity largely pertains to
African American-'blacks'

and Anglo American-iwhites'.

Race-ethnicity is both

subjectively determined by observed skin color and, in the case of the one selfidentified Mexican American and the two mixed-raced respondents, verified by
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asking. Census 2000 tract data shows approximately 49.2 percent of the residents are
'black'; 30.6 percent are 'white'; 13.2 percent are Hispanic, and 8.2 percent represent
category Other (including 'two or more races '),
Length of residency is the primary category in this study. An old/longtimer is
any resident who has lived 10 or more years in the neighborhood. Newcomers are
those with less than IO years of neighborhood residency. Length of residency is used
in the conflict literature to say something about intergroup neighboring in terms of
racist and perhaps classist behaviors.

While class and 'race' remain the dominant

themes in most neighborhood and neighborhood change research, gentrification
studies actually anticipate conflict between oldtimers and newcomers. Thus,
respondents in the present study were divided into long/old-timers and newcomers
categories based on integrated neighborhood (see Appendix A-2).

Captured here is

the fact that both 'blacks' and 'whites' are long time and new residents.

Data Analysis
The interview data were thematicized and reported by the research questions:
(I) How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood define and describe
neighborhood? (2) How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood
define and describe neighbor? How do they perceive one another as neighbors? The
analysis draws on the additional question: What is the relationship between who
residents are and what they say?
The respondents statements and opinions represent the data of experience
wherein my interpretations and the procedures are "true" and "certain" in so far as
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"there are no good grounds for doubting" the evidence (Schwandt 1997:168). Data
interpretation is also informed by participant observation to the extent that I am a
recent resident of the neighborhood under study.

In this chapter I reviewed the methodological issues associated with this
research. I presented my rationale for choosing a qualitative approach, reviewed the
geographic and historical context of the research setting, and discussed the research
design, interview procedures and question, participant selection and data analysis. In
the next chapter I present my research findings.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS

This thesis captures and compares data collected through in-depth interviews
on the ways old and new residents of a gentrifying neighborhood define and describe
neighborhood, neighbor, and neighborly behavior. The data are thematicized and laid
out according to the two research questions. (1) How do the different members of a
gentrifying neighborhood describe and define neighborhood? (2) How do the different
members of a gentrifying neighborhood describe and define neighbor? How do they
perceive one another as neighbors? In addition, the thematicized analysis seeks to
understand what, if anything, is the relationship between who they are and what they
say.
All respondents spoke to the ways in which they perceive neighborhood,
neighbor, and neighborly behavior in times of change.

Major differences in

responses appeared to occur within instead of between categories, particularly in
regards to descriptions of whether or not and how the neighborhood represents, or
feels like a community.

Research Question 1:
How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood describe and define
neighborhood?

This question captures information on people's general definition of
neighborhood.

Three themes emerged in relation to definitions and meanings of
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neighborhood: Meaning of Neighborhood: A Neighborhood versus A Community,
Changing Neighborhood Conditions, and Motivations for Choosing this
Neighborhood.

MEANING OF NEIGHBORHOOD
A Neighborhood versus A Community
There were no clear distinctions between old and new residents' responses on
issues of neighborhood versus community.

For some, neighborhood and community

are both about "one-on-one relationships with ... every person you see" [ML].

For

others it is about comfort and being visible [Ms. MT]. Differences in opinions about
neighborhood and community emerged more so from within the newcomet interviews.
ML:

Ms. MT:

It's kind of funny that whole neighborhood thing, for me its my walk to
work ... the 3 miles. I don't know its not like neighborhood and
community and aU that is in the front of my mind ... just your
relationship with whose there .. .like your coworkers ... it's a one on one
relationship with everyone you and them. It's every person you
see ... notjust neighbor. I guess maybe that's why, where we get that
attitude of neighbors aren't just the people you live with on the street
(m-r.nc)
I see much! Well I see more people on the streets. There are a lot
more couples that are out walking in the evening urn ... families,
mothers with their children going for walks People walking their
dogs ... and I'm a dog person so I'll always fuss over dogs. And urn,
yes, I think for that reason the neighborhood feels a little more
comfortable (w.ot)

For still others a distinction exists, although it is not so clearly defined.
Respondent LY and her Anglo American husband moved to Portland and this
neighborhood from an "eclectic" urban neighborhood in Houston, Texas where she
had strong friendship networks in a diverse community.
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She states that comparatively

This is not a community! I have never felt like this was a neighborhood.
I just see it as a plat, an area defined by busy streets. We've been
thinking about moving to a smaller place, a smaller community ... an
intact place (w.nc)
In hearing her description of having lived in a collective, "committed
community" in Texas, I was curious to know what obstacles were preventing her from
creating or at least seeing neighborhood/community

here.

LY explained,

They try to do it. They plunk Natures and other places, but there is too
much diversity. [If it were up to me the] Amenities would be in the
center as oppose to being in between Irvington and the neighborhood.
It's more for Irvington than for here. They [stores on Alberta] are too
diverse ... too spread out .. .like a drive-through (w.nc)
Regardless of race-ethnicity, length of residency, and sexual orientation, old
and new neighbors appear to share a seemingly disgruntled view on the newly named
Alberta Street Art District, just two to three blocks north.

Several spoke rather

negatively about the city and the changes, and only one newcomer reported attending
or frequenting the new, culturally specific stores.
Ms. MT: Now the only place I have a little apprehension ... and really it's just a
matter of change, is what they're doing in the Alberta Street Project.
And a, I'm just wondering, as I go back and forth on Alberta, I'm
wondering about some of what they call quote "improvement" un
quote (w.ot)
ML:

MK:

Neighborhood is about the familiar stuff. We're kind of disinterested
in Alberta Street... They're so artistic .. .I don't know they're trying
so hard .. .it's a little embarrassing. Portland all that a little
forced ... good in the hood.i.they come up with these things (rn-r.nc)
Gepetto in the ghetto (w.nc)

Ms. MT: Well I'm not all that happy with the city of Portland when they have a
tendency to abandon the neighborhood which happened back in the
'80s here in the northeast when they figured just about the only thing
they could do to improve the neighborhood was to plant those darn
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trees in the middle of MLK boulevard. Now they figured that that was
improving it, but all it did was make it more of a freeway.
Before then, why the traffic pace was slow enough that you could pull
off to the side, go to a business, do your shopping ... you don't do that
any more unless there's off-street parking ... you don't stop. The area is
rejuvenating, just as long as they don't make it quite as much as trendythird over in northwest (w.ot)

Liking or disliking the neighborhood and current circumstances appears to
have as much to do with past experiences in neighborhoods and future expectations as
reasons for choosing this neighborhood.

While some respondents suggest both

neighborhood and community come from within, others appear to view creating
neighborhood and community is, at least in part, the responsibility of outside
(external) forces.

For these residents, urban planners and city officials need to do a

better job in designing community.
This is an unfortunate position for several reasons.

The most pronounced

being that none of the respondents in this study indicated that they had attended
neighborhood association meetings or the city's requests for citizen input in
redesigning the Arts District.

It's unfortunate when no one shows up to present their

views, yet voice dissatisfaction with what "they" (the city) are doing to the
neighborhood.

The city has used the street signs on abandoned or neglected local

buildings posting such messages as 'Tell Us What You Would Like To See Here'.
The Alberta Streetscape Project also sought citizen-neighbor feedback on re-designing
the roughly eighteen-block portion of Alberta Street (aka Alberta Arts District).
Outreach efforts largely fell on closed ears and doors.
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Changing Condition
Seven of the twenty respondents expressed a particular fondness first for their
homes and secondly for the neighborhood.

Several oldtimers talked about how the

neighborhood was currently changing "back" or closer to the way it was in the past.

Mrs. V:

The neighborhood is now like it was back then (b.ot)

Ms. MT:

... It was just a whole neighborhood type of thing. It was a lot of fun it
was really neat. There were a lot of Norwegians, Scandinavians,
Germans ... even a Finish bath place. It was a community, a solid
community. Things change, people die out and new people come in
(w.ot)

Mr. 0:

The neighborhood is getting to be like it was when we first moved in 47
years ago ... (b.ot)
... Getting more quieter. There were more white people [back then] ...
(b.ot)

Mrs. 0:

Mr. 0:
Mrs. 0:

MK:

... They moved when blacks moved in ... [the] neighborhood went down.
(b.ot)
The neighborhood is coming up It used to be an Italian neighborhood. I
like the mix. Not just one nationality now. The way it is now it's all
right (b.ot)
For us its great just this way and it seems like that's how most people
are here .. .I mean nobody's looking at us odd, you know because we
push a wheel barrel to the store instead of driving to the
store ... and .•. clll you get down to Irvington ... [laughter]

Different perceptions on current conditions appear based on past experiences,
one's cultural worldview, meaning of neighborhood, and expectations of neighbor
(Brewer 1991; Wilson 1990). In other words, not all respondents indicated liking the
neighborhood or changing conditions.

One respondent stated that although she likes

the fact that there are more people walking around the neighborhood, "there are too
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many white people" [BB2]. BB2 is an African American homeowner who no longer
resides in the neighborhood.
Another respondent professed dissatisfaction with the neighborhood in general
and with what she called "Portland Blacks" in particular [AT]. AT is an African
American-'black'

mother of two school-aged children, a renter, and resident since

1997. When asked how long she has lived here, she adamantly stated "four years too
long"
Portland used to be family oriented.
don't like to work together ... They're
land is ok, not the people. You learn
of it. Economics keeps us here. We
my way (b.nc)

The people are not friendly; they
like me, selfish with time ... The
from a kid how to make the best
would live in Mt Tabor ifI had

The above respondents indicated in conversation their beliefs in both
institutional and individual discrimination.

When asked what, if anything, could/would

you do to change the neighborhood both AT and BB2 suggested moving from the
neighborhood.

However, one's negative experiences or outlook does not in all cases

directly correlate with present feelings about the neighborhood.

Seventeen of the

twenty respondents, both old and new, 'black' and 'white', agreed with Mr. O's
comment about "liking the mix just the way it is now".
Many of the neighborhood problems and subsequent changes Mr. 0 and other
residents referred to were gang-related.

This portion of the neighborhood, like other

north/northeast Portland area neighborhoods, experienced a time of high gang activity
including drug trafficking, graffiti, and crime.

An early sign that a marginalized

neighborhood has been targeted for revitalization (gentrification) is the construction of
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local police station.

This occurred in King in 1995 as much of the gang activities

have been pushed further north.
Curious to understand others' points of view, I posed the question whether or
not the police station moving in made the neighborhood better to two longtimers and
three newcomers.

This question yielded some differences in respondents'

experiences with local police.

On the one hand, Mrs. 0 states the streets have been

"more quieter" and that "All the troublemakers are gone now." On the other hand Mr.

o stated,
[the] Police station didn't make much difference. The neighbors just
got together and shook them up. Back then a few of us got together
and talked about it [drug problems].
I just peek out the window ... if!
see something ... and pick up the phone ... that's the way you s'pose to
do it. If I see something I don't like I just pick up the phone, can't be
getting in their faces ... that's why we pay taxes, to pick up the phone
(b.ot)
ML:

MK:

ML:
MK:

You know we've seen odd people come by you know we'll
automatically watch .. .is that person breaking in or you know we've
called the police a few times ... And when they've been around its like,
they're ridiculous ... (m-r.nc)
Yeah, you try to tell them that the guy you're looking for is here and
they tell you to get back in the house (w.nc)
"Get in the house!" I was more afraid of them with their [they had
assault riffles] big old assault riffles... (m-r.nc)
But they got their blinders on ... procedures ... (w.nc)

LY told a story that five years ago they experienced a drive by shooting that
instigated some social interaction as neighbors stepped outside to investigate.

She

recalled being advised by her pre-established neighbors to as often as possible "stay in
the back of the house to avoid stray bullets".
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LY is an Anglo American semi-retired

newcomer who has lived in the neighborhood since 1995. Her experiences with the
local police struck a slightly different note.
We had a great relationship with police. They don't have the attitude
'well you're white, they don't want you here'. They did everything but
give us their home phone numbers. (w.nc)

Motivations for Choosing this Neighborhood
Interesting, class-based preference research argues race is not the defining
feature in people's preferences for neighborhood and neighbor.

Instead, people are

economically motivated in choosing neighborhood and neighbor (Harris 1999).
Much of this argument rests on the definition of 'people' as those with unrestricted
access or Anglo American-rwhites'.

Contrarily, all respondents in this study,

regardless of skin color, ethnicity, length of residency, and tenure indicated choosing
their homes and this neighborhood was in some way economically motivated.
MK:
ML:

Because it's cheapest! When we went to buy a house. We felt
comfortable here Yeah (w.nc)
When we first went to buy a house I wanted to live somewhere that was
a little more diverse (m-r.nc)

Of course, economics and history layout racial distinctions between choosing
and remaining, and between old and new neighbors' reasonings.
residential history of racial-group clustering highlights this point.

Portland's
At the same time

that race has played (and plays) a major role in defining residential areas, Portland's
neighborhoods are and have been distinctly divided along economic-class lines.
Conceivably, poor and low-income people of all colors experience limited
neighborhood choice options.

In the case of African American-'black'
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longtimers,

for example, one difference drawn between choosing the neighborhood and remaining
in the neighborhood was explained in dialogue with the 0's,
During the interviews with both old and new neighbors it was learned that
several long-time African Arnerican- 'black' residents grew up in the neighborhood
and/or inherited their properties from their parents.
since the 1940s.

Others entered and have remained

In both cases long timers may have a host of sentimental and

evaluative reasons for remaining in the neighborhood, but the choice in being there in
the first place was likely made by default.
The O's entered the neighborhood in 1957 from elsewhere in northeast
Portland.

They moved to Portland from Alabama in 1947. Mr. 0 is a retired freight

car builder and would have first hand knowledge of the racial climate of the era-the
end of the war, the flood, and the problem with Negroes in Portland.

Yet Mr. 0 said

he and his wife chose this neighborhood because
We got a good deal that worked out for us. We're here to stay. [It's
a] good area to live in ... Don't have to worry about rain washing you
out. We've been satisfied with the place. We been satisfied every
since we bought the place ... Even in the changes ... [we] stuck it out
(b.ot)

Similarly, Ms. MT is a sixty-three year old long time resident since 1966.
She and her family moved from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania to Portland in 1945
specifically to work in Vanport shipyards "during the war".
man came by wanting his house back.
north Portland.

After the war, she says a

The family relocated to the Albina district in

Ms. MT is a low-income Anglo Arnerican- 'white' neighbor.
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She

states she loves the neighborhood, particularly her home, and is extremely proud of the
recent 14 foot extension on a previously 25x25 sq foot home.
I tried living out North. It just didn't feel comfortable. It was like
hello stranger if any body said hello at all. That was ok, but I moved
back into northeast and was lucky enough to land here. Ireally didn't
know that much about the neighborhood except that it was about a mile
from home. It's just sort of a family oriented neighborhood. Out
there it was more transient (w.ot)
This feeling of being lucky enough to land here is reflected throughout the
interviews with both old and new neighbors who expressed a certain sentimental or
emotional attachment to place.

Fifteen of the twenty interviewees directly expressed

an attachment to the neighborhood.

What brings about this feeling of attachment is in

some way a combination of the house, in terms of being one's home, and to a lesser
degree, the neighborhood or even home area. As old and new neighbors alike express

Ms. MT:

Oh well, it's just ... this is home! I like the house I think it's an open
expression of me (w.ot)

ML:

Well I mean its our home .. .its our home ... you know .. .it's the thing. I
like it. I mean to me, home and house I mean its ... it's about who you
are and how your house feels ... that's where you go to get away from
you know the world.. .. It's like you tend your own garden. . .• our
home is us, if the neighborhood changes, we're still who we are (m-r.
nc)
MK: Right but um ... this house is going to be the way we want it (w.nc)
SA:

If! had a million dollars and remained in Portland I'd live right here in
this house (M.nc)

Five of the respondents who expressed a sentimental/emotional

attachment to

place conversely argued they were not necessarily attracted to or by the diversity.
Some discussed having diversity with co-workers and friends, not neighbors. Indeed,
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economic affordability and a sense of comfort played a key role in neighborhood and
home selection. Conversely, one newcomer passionately stated, "It's a great
neighborhood" [RD], noting his strong attraction to its diversity.
RD is an Anglo American- 'white' self-employed newcomer whose attraction
to diversity is apparently so strong that he seeks to buy it. Inhopes of preserving the
diversity, he owns at least 2 houses within the research site, one rental, the other
owner-occupied and both recently and substantially restored.

In conversation he

mentioned an awareness of how his role and presence in the neighborhood was
altering the very thing he was attracted to. However, in mid conversation on
displacement issues, his tone switched to a rather impassionate market explanation for
his presence
Neighborhoods are always changing. People move into places and out
of neighborhoods all the time. It's the way the market works (w.nc)

According to the literature, RD's mentality and ability to buy into the
neighborhood does not indicate a preference for diversity or local social interaction.
Yet, his actions and behaviors are not consistent with this view.

Observations found

him constantly out-of-doors interacting with his neighbors.
Neighbors are aware of each other's behaviors, some stating an awareness and
concern with displacement issues.

In an interesting but guided conversation between

themselves, ML and MK discussed issues of feeling guilty.
MK: Remember when we first moved here ... we were fixing up the yard .. .I
built this little retaining wall and [Ms. MT] was worried about her
property values going up. People can get displaced ... (w.nc)
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ML: (interrupting) 1 use to get kind of weird about that displacement thing ...
~~

.

MK:
ML:
MK:
ML:

Like guilty? (w.nc)
Guilty! Yeah ... feeling ... (rn-r.nc)
(interrupting) Knowing this was a rental before we bought it. .. (w.nc)
(interrupting) Right. We moved in an 1 think its D... just knowing that
there were a lot of people who seemed kind of angry 'well where we
gonna live'? But then 1 had to think well we lived in a studio apartment
for 5 years trying to save up to buy a home you know, we did without a
lot of stuff (m-r.nc)
MK: Still do (w.nc)
ML: ... didn't we ... we kind of had a car but still walked ... we did a lot in
order to have what we have so... the guilt dissipated after a while (mr.nc)
These respondents' statements echoed similar comments from others who also
recognized and talked about a difference between people who move in and want to be
part of the neighborhood and those who basically pour money into the property and
want "to cut a profit".

Discussing the previous owner of the newly constructed house

across the street, ML and MK described
ML:

MK:
ML:

This house was funny because when it was first built .. .it was sold to a
guy who wanted to cut a profit basically. His intention was I'm gonna
live here for two years ... (m-r.nc)
and sell it (w.nc)
so 1 can get the property tax gains waiver and then I'm out of
here ... I'm going back to Lake Oswego (m-r.nc)

Respondent ML, a thirty-six year old biracial (black and white) woman, and
MK, her Anglo American-white husband, have lived in the neighborhood since 1997.
ML grew up in Portland, living at times in southeast, but mostly in north/northeast.
MK came to Portland in 1970 from a small midwestern town in Illinois.
consider themselves part of the working class.
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They

They discussed past experiences and

the current flavor of the neighborhood in terms of the difference between suburbia and
covenants, and how this neighborhood has a "sort of classless fee!" that ML said is

MK:
ML:

MK:

... probably because there were a few houses that were sort of fixed
up ... but they were a little more ... [refers to Mk] colorful? I guess
maybe that's [classless] a nice way of saying maybe not suburban.
Not conscious. Or maybe everything's very ... kind of
individuaJ ... people are ... like you got a nice home and it looks like
people live there as opposed to it looks like a place a certain type of
person would live
Like a magazine (w.nc)
Yeah, like anybody can live here. Like I like the house down the
street where they've got the sort of orange with the Dodge Dart ... And
they got this cool paintjob ... (m-r.nc)
... and it's ok ... we can go two months without mowing the lawn [and]
nobody's going to come and tell you to mow the lawn. We throw
tortillas in the street for the crows and nobody gets upset about that.
And yeah, it's nice (w.nc)

Respondents in this study used a variety of filters to describe and define what
neighborhood means to them.

The generally agreed upon appreciation for

"neighborhood coming up", "liking the way it is now", and choosing to remain are
statements about gentrification, at least in countering a once neglected, socially
undervalued place. At the same time, choosing to remain and moving in has as much
to do with the 'feel' of the place as its economic or racial changes. Strong feelings of
attachment appear to stem initially from satisfaction with one's house, as a free
expression of self, and extending thereafter to the home area.

Still, how one feels in

or about the home says little about one's perceptions and interactions with those living
near.
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Research Question 2:
How do the different members of a gentrijj;ing neighborhood define and describe
neighbor? How do they perceive one another as neighbors?

The questions above first ask respondents for a general description of a
neighbor, then for a more meaningful, experiential definition of current interactions.
Asking respondents their definition and description of self and each other as
neighbors' moves their thinking from a general definition of a neighbor to their
perceptions of each other as neighbors.

Here, ideas of neighbor emerged as an

assessment of self and each other's behavior.
The four themes and sub themes include, Definition Of Neighbor: What is a
neighbor; Self and Others As Neighbors: Being Neighbors; Meaning of Neighbor and
Neighborly Behavior: "The Stranger"; Acting Like A Neighbor: A Neighborhood
Ethic and Wanting to Fit In. There also emerged fascinating distinctions between
being neighbors and beings friends, between how much one wants to know their
neighbors, and, at the same time, wanting a sense that those living near will be there
when a need arises.

DEFINITION OF NEIGHBOR
What is a neighbor?
In the broadest terms, respondents defined a neighbor as
Mrs. 0:
Mr. 0:

Someone you can trust .. .leaving keys with ... (b.ot)
Someone you can talk to and uh express yourself with
problem or something and you can't talk to your wife
there and talk to him and I feel better (b.ot)
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If you got a
I can go over

ML:
MK:

SA:
CY:

You know we've seen odd people come by you know we'll
automatically watch .. .is that person breaking in or. .. (m-r.nc)
Yeah. The tree we use to have in our front yard we trimmed the lower
branches so we could see across because they would be gone at night
and ... just kind of keep an eye on the house for them. (w.nc)
Saying hello when you walk by, happy birthday ... did you have a good
trip (M.nc)
Commenting on your roses, having a barbeque and inviting you
over ... on the 4th whatever (w.nc)

SELF AND OTHERS AS NEIGHBORS
Being Neighbors
More detailed idiosyncratic descriptions emerged as respondents began
describing their perceptions of each other as neighbors. Like Cooley's' looking glass
self, one's interpretation of others as good or bad neighbors stems also from how self
is or would like to be perceived.
ML:

As one respondent put it,

People just sort of respect the fact that you're just who you are.
But .. .Iguess I just sort offeel that way because I would be there for
them (m-r.nc)

People's perceptions of others' actions and intentions playa meaningful role in
how neighbor and being a neighbor get described. Ms. MT, a longtimer, states that
because she knows there are good people in the neighborhood, she has good
neighbors. But she worries that because she is not out much, others may perceive her
as unfriendly,
I need to open my house and say come on in, would you like to come
over for dinner, or something of that sort. I need to do that more, and
I'm ashamed of myself for not doing that ... I think the fact that we're
not out ... and of course we have a lot of reasons. One of them is, I
mean I'll sit in front of the television ... I hope that the people who are
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new to the neighborhood are aware that I'm not an unfriendly person
because I do try an speak (w.ot)

Having time, being out-of-doors doing nothing more than tending the flowers,
or sitting on the porch appeared to playa vital role in one's perception of self and
others as being friendly.

Yet, as was observed and pointed out by several

respondents, the use value of porch sitting gets lost under the exchange value of new
construction.
Still, the response above highlights the ways in which neighbor and being
neighbors in times of change is a matter of approachability, friendliness, and speaking.
Moreover, approachability and friendliness have gradations that mayor may not
explicate concepts and problems in class and/or race.

Residents' own perceptions of

class and race, when mentioned, appear to have a good deal to do with past
experiences in neighborhoods and in society at large.
The literature suggests those having prior negative experiences will be most
likely to describe neighbor and intergroup neighboring in c1assist and/or racist terms.
This was not the general case in my study. As one respondent stated, "people can't
always be labeled in class-race patterns ... that's part of what makes up the
neighborhood" [SA].
In telling her story SA described having had lots of experience with racism
both abroad and in the US. She stated she was "raised to think about white people in
a certain way." When I asked about how her experiences with racism might influence
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her perceptions of being a neighbor under changing demographic conditions, she
adamantly pointed out that
Being neighbors on a very non-intimate level overrides all that stuff .
It's not like... I want to know what they're doing in the bedroom or ..
you know. I just want them to know that hey, I'm over here if you
need some help.
These guys over here are friends. You know like friends they hang out
and go for walks. They have parties and sometimes we go and
sometimes we don't ... I don't want to know them that close ... they're
my neighbors! (M.nc)

'Neighbors known' or' knowing your neighbors' is a common variable used to
say something about levels of interaction or cohesion in intergroup neighboring
studies.

Factors contributing to 'not knowing' include dissimilar race-ethnicity,

length of residency, and class status in terms of tenure.

Homeowners are said to hold

negative feelings towards renters and rental properties because of an apparent lack of
pride in the neighborhood and property upkeep.
This study found both old and new, black and white homeowners made
mentioned of this on three separate occasions. Both pointed out how 'renters don't
realize what it takes or care to keep up the property [Mrs. 0, and LY). On knowing
neighbors, ML states, "we know most of them [our neighbors] ... not any renters".
However, the most striking reason given for this seeming dislike of renters
amongst homeowners was in reference to the transient nature of renters, which,
according to JA, prohibited lasting relations. JA is an Anglo American newcomer and
a recent mother.

She loves the neighborhood and her neighbors, particularly those

with young children, but has a particular concern about the renters
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I do have a problem with all the rentals ... Because of my time and the
fact that they'll be leaving .. .it's just not worth investing in them, it's
not worth the payoff. And another thing, they can't improve their
houses! I mean Friends Of Trees leaves flyers on our doors ... and will
plant just about anything you want, no cost to you at all. But the flyer
goes to the renter not the landlord! (w.nc)

MEANING OF NEIGHBOR AND NEIGHBORLY BEllA VIOR
The Stranger
It has been argued that neighborhood cohesion in times of change depends, to a
large extent, on the speed in which "the host neighbor group" is willing to integrate
the stranger (Fellin & Litwak 1963: 372).

Others posit that creating and maintaining

cohesion works best when long time residents act as "socializing agents" in
welcoming newcomers or extending themselves to the stranger (Donnelly & Majka
1996:272).

Exactly who and what constitutes the host group and the stranger depends

on whether one is looking in residential segregation literature or gentrification studies.
The host group, in segregation literature, tends to be Anglo American- 'whites'.
Neighborhood preference and race-relations studies describe the host in terms of
length of residency and by the dominant economic-status and racial composition of the
neighborhood.

In gentrification research, however, the host neighborhood group

constitutes long time, lower-income and African American- 'black' residents.
The stranger may be described in number of ways including by class, race, or
length of residency.

In gentrification studies, the stranger may be the higher-income,

Anglo American-'white'

newcomer.

According to Meyer (1954), the stranger is the
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one who refuses or has difficulties integrating themselves into new and changing
environments.
Many respondents in this study that might fit the description of the stranger do
not see themselves as newcomers but as living in the neighborhood long enough to
make summary judgments

about how other people ought to behave. This was

particularly evident for those who expressed strong emotional/sentimental

attachments

to place. Amongst this group, the common response to the question of how long have
you lived in this neighborhood was, "a long time, six or seven years".

Conversely,

one respondent expressing dissatisfaction with the neighborhood and particularly the
changes indicated being here four years "too long" [AT]
What became evident, however, is that people's background or childhood
experiences in neighborhoods with neighbors playa meaningful role in their current
efforts to meet new neighbors.

Some respondents simply grew up being leery of

approaching strangers.

Ms. MT:

ML:

I always knew as a kid growing up who the neighbors were.
to be good because the neighbors would tell on us (w.ot)

We had

You know its funny .. .I didn't grow up with that concept of meeting
your neighbors ... so that was always new for me ... And you know and
urn ... Well my parents were fundamentalist Christian types and it was
very us versus them attitudes. Even though that kind of came and
went .. .Ithink that was kind of just one of those things that you grow up
with and you internalize that ... And there were certain people that we
knew ... you know there were some people across the street they were ail
older couple and I remember going over to their house after school a
couple times, .. but it was very kind oflike you don't go talking to
anybody because they might be evil [laughter] ... and also just
personality wise ... (m-r.nc)
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ACTING LIKE A NEIGHBOR
A Neighborhood Ethic and Wanting to Fit In

When residents were asked what, if any, changes you would make to the
neighborhood, several agreed with the longtimers saying they would like to keep the
mixjust as it is now. The mix, as one respondent descrihed, has a sort of classless/race-less feel similar to Meyer's concept of the stranger and Mann's conception of
manifest and latent hehaviors.

In this case, the stranger may best be understood as a

specific hehavior rather than a demographic description of particular people.
the idea of the stranger cuts across class, race, and length of residency.

Here,

A non-racial,

classless conception of stranger mayhe extended to describe what some respondents
observed as having or not having an "ethic".
neighborhood-neighbor

Whether someone possesses this

ethic is inevitably determined by the viewers' perceptions of

whether or not others (the stranger) want to "fit in" [SA].
Mr. 0 refers to a type of neighborhood-neighbor ethic in terms of neighbors
being regular versus being bumpy. According to CY, the ethic is an "interactive"

behavior.

It exists somewhere between inviting and excluding one's neighbors.

SA and her partner CY locate this ethic while explaining that there are
neighbors in the neighborhood who have barbeques/parties and don't invite anybody
from the neighborhood and only "their outside friends". And there are others who
invite their neighbors.
SA:

Well these guys [over here] have both things. They have parties just
with their outside friends then they'll have parties with the neighbors"
(M.nc)
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CY:
SA:

Part of that is age. I wouldn't expect to see [the older residents
throwing parties] (w.ne)
Part of that is also being new to the neighborhood because [these guys]
want to fit in; they want to meet people and fit in (M.ne)

Probing for deeper understanding of the idea of neighborhood-neighborly
ethic, I asked SA and CY first, how they know their neighbors want to fit in and
secondly to contrast their perceptions of neighborliness described above with their
previous, somewhat negative description of the neighbor on their left (not shown).
SA:
CY:

They want to sit out and feel safe in the neighborhood (M.ne)
It's an ethic that they have and a commitment and they're very good
about it (w.nc)

Q: What about this guy, do you think he has an ethic?
SA:
CY:

No. Not like these guys (M.nc)
Because he hasn't, he's younger ... he hasn't initiated any interaction
since then (w.nc)

SA:
CY:

Well he says hello (M.nc)
But remember the musician guys who used to live there before, they
would peer over the fence and talk to me while I was smoking and we
would talk back and forth ... They were interactive, more intimate
(w.nc)

At the same time, "this guy" does express some redeeming, neighbor qualities.

He is

trying to fit in.
SA:

CY:

I do [think he's trying to fit in] He rides his bike everywhere, he urn,
hires the neighborhood kids to mow his lawn, which I think is a good
sign (M.nc)
I think that we should support our neighbors whenever we can,
financially. He's just not a gregarious guy, like we are (w.nc)

Respondent LY, an Anglo American newcomer discussed the ethic and an
undefined stranger in terms of an adherence to "informal unspoken rules" that, when
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violated, interrupt one's routine and expectations.

Informal neighborhood rules

consist of what other neighbors do or don't do that make the perceiver uncomfortable.
The description here does not appear to depend on time in the neighborhood but rather
an assumption that by virtue of close proximity, either face-block or next door,
neighbors should be aware and respectful of each other's habits, including usual time
at horne and usual parking spot when off-street.

LY referred to such things in a list

of "oddball situations" while in conversation about neighbors known
Another little oddball situation is ... you know .. J can't figure out who
actually lives in that house! (w.nc)

LY, like other respondents, admitted to not getting out much but spoke from an
awareness of neighborhood activities.
'not knowing'.

This scenario somewhat confuses the issue of

On the one hand, not knowing gets in the way of communicating with

certain neighbors.

On the other hand, not knowing and claiming awareness suggests a

selection process, which invariably implies a certain criteria for whom one chooses to
neighbor with.
Many different faces coming and going from one residence may be a function
of class and racial differences in how 'blacks', 'whites' and 'others' use neighborhood
and extended family networks. In this case, however, the house in question is owned
and occupied by a lower-income, longtimer Anglo American-white, single mother of
three teenagers who grew up in the neighborhood-s-each with boyfriends, girlfriends,
and young children.

In addition to the comings and goings of many different people,
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LY mentions little appreciation for the type and volume of music that often peers from
the house.
Perceptions of others behavior as wanting to buy into the neighborhood or fit
in was also noted as making a difference in neighboring approachability and who to do
neighbor.
ML:

MK.:
ML:

There are people who move in an just pour money in [snap finger] like
that and its like no consideration actually because its' a thing to
consider like you're in the neighborhood for what .. .I'm not sure [there
is a] reason ... but you just pour to make your property value go up but
you're doing it to everyone else ... (m-r.nc)
... and you could force people out because of that (w.nc)
There's no consciousness about that ... but you come in and be who you
are .. .like we are I think .. .it's kinda, you want to be part of it (m-r.nc)

In these respondents' view, there is a fundamental difference between wanting
to be a part of the neighborhood and wanting to recreate it. Clarifying the point, MK
stated that it is not so much about trying to be a part of something that already exists.
Rather, "who lived here wasn't [the issue] ... we weren't thinking really thinking in
terms of neighborhood, I mean we wanted a home." As they described what the home
area looked like prior to moving in, "empty and condemned" houses and lots in one
direction and bared windows in another, notions of "urban pioneers" come up
ML:

MK:

But we were also a lot more reclusive than we are now [laughter]. But
I mean feeling at home in the neighborhood is just a bonus. I guess I
never felt frighten here (m-r.nc)
It never felt like we were the urban pioneers which you hear people talk
about which is offensive because what was there before? People! And
there's a store on 15th and Prescott, which we still go to. We use to go
there a lot when we smoked. After we quit we said we'd go there to
buy milk because ... so they don't feel the hit so much, . .I guess it's a
casual connection (w.nc)
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Mr. 0, a long time neighbor since 1957, is "always walking about the
neighborhood" [Mrs. 0].

In a discussion about the changes to the neighborhood and

types of neighborly behavior he stated,

Race change ... that's ok. If that's where a person wants to live, don't
bother me a bit.
I'm happy for them you know. Black and white
men and women, doesn't bother me. I talk to all of them ... no
problem with me talking to them. You know if you going to be in the
neighborhood you might as well speak to people ... and talk to em, get
to know em.
Now if I get a snob ... I can tell them right off. If I say good morning or
good afternoon you don't ever say any thing ... so I aint got no more use
for them so why should I put myself off on them? That's the way I look
at it. But I'm going to give you the benefit of the doubt, and see how
you're going to operate with me .. .ifyou aint going to be regular then
let's [... ] forget it. [Mr. 0] (b.ot)

Are these classist or racist statements? when asked to clarify what being
"regular" looks like and who is being given the benefit of the doubt, Mr. 0 referred to
a specific problem he felt needed collective attention but in which some neighbors did
not want to participate
We was doing something ... we was trying to get up a neighborhood
watch .. .I think I talked to you guys about that. [We] was having
problems with your neighbors. So them two guys over there ... they
didn't want to cooperate ... them's the only two I ever ... you know ... so
I don't have nothing to do .. .I talk to [everybody] ... but them other two
guys ... they want to be ... to themselves, don't want to be regular in the
neighborhood that's fme. I don't have any problems. We have
never had any ... confusion .. .I mean, people meddling in other peoples
business ... Coming to you, cursing you out ... Sometimes we have a
good week sometimes a not so good one. Some neighbors get bumpy
once in a while. (b.ot)
In this case, the "two guys" referred to were newcomers-s-a young, Anglo
American-'white'

couple.

Apparently, being "regular" as opposed to being "a snob"
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or "bumpy" is an expression of approachability and friendliness. This expression has
something to do with the perceivers' concern about the general welfare of the
neighborhood and whether or not others will be there if a need arises.
The general pattern of responses suggests long timers and newcomers share
similar opinions, expectations, and perceptions of being neighbors.

Although the

words are different, both seem to recognize neighbor in terms of a behavior such as
not wanting to fit in. The reverse of this behavior appears to be friendliness,
approachability, and speaking. Neither group's responses explicate class or race.
Mr. O's comments do reflect his expectations for how people in general, and
newcomers in particular, ought to behave. Interesting enough, some newcomers
express similar expectations
MK:

ML:

You know when you think about it no one has to be best friends. You
just treat people like people ... and they treat you like people ... and it just
works (w.nc)
You don't really think of people as neighbors ...just folks (m-r.nc)

In this chapter, I have presented the findings of my research. For Research

Question I, four themes emerged: Meaning of Neighborhood: A Neighborhood versus
A Community, Changing Conditions, and Motivations for Choosing this
Neighborhood.

Four themes and sub-themes emerged for Research Question 2:

Defining Neighbor: What is a Neighbor; Self and Others as Neighbors: Being
Neighbors; Meaning of Neighbor and Neighborly Behavior: The Stranger, and Acting

Like A Neighbor: A Neighborhood Ethic and Wanting to Fit In
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In the final chapter of this thesis, I discuss the research findings and how these
findings relate to Social Identity theory. I examine the implications of this research for
subsequent efforts to study gentrification and social change, discuss the limitations of
this study, and present some suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
This thesis explored the social relationships of 'different residents' in a
gentrifying neighborhood to understand a contemporary meaning of social change.
The term 'different residents' ('people',

'members' or 'neighbors') refers to

differences in class, race.Iength of residency, and tenure. These differences are often
thought to underlie intergroup conflict and miss-communication.
Neighborly behavior in a gentrifying neighborhood may involve a large array
of economic-class, racial, political, and/or social psychological factors. None of these
factors are exclusive.

When class (determined by education and income) is the issue

of difference, outgroup hostilities may emerge in a manner that has nothing to do with
'race'.

When 'race' is the differentiating focus, outgroup animosity may emerge as a

psychological result of economics and history. In this study, social change was
understood as the degree to which 'different members' of a gentrifying neighborhood
perceive self, other, and their changing environment in terms other than class and/or
race. Gentrification is used as a proxy for social change.
A specific area within King neighborhood in northeast Portland was selected as
the study context in order to gain insights about the type of people and behaviors that
might be found in a gentrifying neighborhood.

The King neighborhood residents

should be considered expert sources of information about how intergroup neighboring
during gentrification is experienced in everyday interactions. The use of a
neighborhood as the research context is appropriate because the literature states that
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'people'-in

general, have some commonsense knowledge of its meaning, value, and

location.
The study sought to understand social interactions in a gentrifying area by
exploring how King neighborhood residents describe and define neighborhood,
neighbor, and neighborly behavior. This thesis examines how 'different residents'
experience gentrification (i.e. change) in their everyday interactions with one another.
The residents agree their neighborhood is changing. According to the literature,
economic and/or racial conflict is likely to ensue between old and new neighbors of a
gentrifying neighborhood.

Captured and compared was the degree to which class

and/or 'race' can be interpreted to playa meaningful role in the individual's
description of neighborhood, neighbor, and neighborly behavior, or if other factors
such as reasons for choosing this neighborhood, prior and recent experiences, and
one's ideological/ cultural worldview supercede economic-racial concerns.
Data collected through in-depth interviews and brief conversations with old
and new neighbors was thematicized and compared to shed light on the question:
What is the relationship between who individuals appear to be and what they say?
Comparisons were made by dividing respondents into two categories: long/oldtimers
and newcomers. The study captured and compared some of the ways the 'different
members' understand their changing environment.
The research questions: (I) How do the different members of a gentrifying
neighborhood define and describe neighborhood? (2) How do the different members
of a gentrifying neighborhood define and describe neighbor? How do they perceive
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one another as neighbors?

How do the different members of a gemrifying neighborhood define and describe
neighborhood?

The study found that 'different King residents' define neighborhood, in
general, and their neighborhood, in particular, through a variety of filters. There were
no clear distinctions between an oldtimers and newcomers response on issues of
neighborhood versus community.

Differences in opinions about these concepts

emerged more so from within the newcomer interviews.

The difference here had to

do with prior experiences and expectations of neighborhood.
One newcomer moved to the area from an eclectic, diverse area and felt that
"this is not a community".

Another stated that the differences between neighborhood

and community were not really in ''the front" of her mind.

The general theme for

both groups is that "neighborhood is about the familiar stuff".
Interestingly, both class and 'race' were implied factors in some long time and
newly arrived African American-black residents' descriptions of the neighborhood and
neighborhood change in relation to other black residents. Longtimers' recollections of
how the neighborhood used to be, compared to their appreciation for the changes
brought on by gentrification were exemplified in one respondent's comments that the
"neighborhood is coming up" and that "all the troublemakers are gone".
These comments arose in conversation about previous drug activity and people
not taking care of their yards. The troublemakers were unquestionably black youth
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and renters.

It is an interesting racial statement when long time black residents

express an appreciation for the neighborhood now being quieter "like it used to be
when more white people resided."
Overall, residents in this study appear to understand "neighborhood" in terms
of their immediate environment and current interactions.
for social researchers.

This suggests several things

Most importantly, in situations where the goal is to understand

social change in contemporary intergroup interactions, geographic concepts of
neighborhood and community may be too large a context.

While most respondents

alluded this, one King resident explicitly stated, "Well I mean its our home .. .its our
home ... you know its our home .. .it's the thing." In this respect, size did not appear to
be a factor in the definition of neighborhood or distinction between neighborhood and
community. For some, both neighborhood and community are about "one-on-one
relationships with every person you see."
Respondents' emphasis on their home calls attention to Kearns and Parkinsons
(2001) concept of the home area and the literature on neighborhood satisfaction.

The

home area includes both one's home, in terms of self-expression, and the 5 to 10
minute walk from the front door. In this study, most residents expressed an emotional
and evaluative satisfaction first with their house and then their immediate home area.
This supports Kearns and Parkinson's notion that the home area provides people with
the greatest sense of meaning, belonging, and identity.

While it is clear that for many

residents, the King neighborhood was chosen out of economic concerns, all but two
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concurrently stated that they like the feel of the area and would not want to live
anywhere else in the city.
Residents' identification with a home area, rather than a geographic
neighborhood, had other implications in regards to gentrification and its effect on the
type and availability of neighborhood amenities.

Geographically, all the residents in

the research site live within a IO-minute walk of the newly named Alberta Arts
District. Yet, only one resident indicated frequenting the district. Most expressed
dissatisfaction with pricing, the feel, and types of shops. Other's stated they felt the
new amenities were not intended for their use. As one newcomer put it, the Arts
District is like "Geppeto in the ghetto." In this case, the meaning of home area was
limited by or at least subject to residents' personal meaning of the built environment.
This further suggests that city officials and urban planners need to develop different,
more meaningful tactics to get local input on how the neighborhood ought to be
redesigned.
According to my findings, the individuals' greatest sense of belonging was
found in their personal and/or experiential conception of the things that subjectively
define neighborhood.

This was captured in a respondent's statement that

neighborhood is a kind of "funny" thing. "It's not like neighborhood and community
and all that is in the front of my mind ... for me it's my walk to work ... the 3 miles".

How do the different members of a gentrifying neighborhood define and describe
neighbor? How do they perceive one another as neighbors?
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Asking the 'different residents' their perceptions of each other as neighbors
proved the most important question in the study. Residents are aware of each other's
behaviors, and it is clear from my conversations with them that' different residents'
behavior influenced how they thought and felt about one another. Though respondents
described the abstract "neighbor" in common language such as "saying hello" and
"someone you can leave your keys with", various filters were used in idiosyncratic
descriptions of self and other as neighbor.
The important and repeated similarities within and between each group were
between being neighbors and being friends, between how much one wants to know
their neighbors and at the same time wanting a sense that those living near you will be
there when a need arises.

Old and new respondents stated that they didn't need to

know what people were doing in the privacy of their homes, but rather that others
knew they would be there for them in the event of an emergency. Even those
expressing neighborhood dissatisfaction spoke of having this sense that they would be
there for their neighbors and that their neighbors would be there for them.
Several newcomers indicated that they liked the feel of the area yet were not
particularly concerned with or attracted to neighborhood diversity. Respondents stated
in various ways having diversity with friends and co-workers not my neighbors.

Yet

the class-less and race-less "feel" of the area that respondents spoke of does say
something about an appreciation for the 'different' types of people and behaviors in
the area. The feel of the neighborhood involves much more than housing structures
and trees. People, more specifically, oldtimers emanate that certain feel. The ways
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that residents described neighbor and spoke of diversity addresses some of the
literature on intergroup neighboring.
On one hand, conflict-based research that relies on friendship variables to say
something about type and degree of intergroup neighboring may, in fact, be
underestimating neighborliness.

As respondents stated in my study, "You know when

you think about it no one has to be best friends.

You just treat people like

people ... and they treat you like people ... and it just works". "You don't really think of
people as neighbors ... just folks".

In this respect, appearing unfriendly and being

friends with the neighbors are two different behaviors.
On the other hand, if a concept of "a good neighbor" can be determined,
respondents in this study support the notion that a good neighbor is someone who
leaves you alone and will be there when a need arises (Perin 1988 in Benson 1990).
There were no clear distinctions between a neighbor and a good neighbor.
However, to impose the concept of good neighbors on my data, it is safe to say
that "good neighbors" were generally understood by these residents to be people who
want to fit in with the neighborhood.

Clear behavioral distinctions were made

between people who move in for the sake of turning a profit and those who wanted to
be apart of it. Interestingly, when such people and behaviors were pointed out, there
was a tendency not to know the persons' names.
For many respondents in this study, approachability, friendliness, and speaking
were key neighborly behaviors. While 'race' was mentioned in describing past
interactions and neighborhood conditions, respondents focused more on everyday
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factors such as friendliness, approachability, and speaking rather than specific
economic-class or racial-ethnic differences. Approachability and friendliness may
have gradations that explicate problems in class and/or race.
In other words, approachability, friendliness, and speaking appear to have little
to do with class, race, length of residency, or intimate friendships within the
neighborhood.

It is, perhaps this sense of being there, facilitated by friendliness and

speaking that gives the area (at least for the moment) a non-confrontational feel.
Thematically, the majority of respondents talked about self and other as
neighbor in terms of sharing a neighborhood ethic. This ethic includes demonstrating
an awareness of unspoken neighborhood rules about being a neighbor. These themes
appear to reflect residents' shared ideas of neighbors being "regular" versus being
"bumpy" in the neighborhood.

None of these themes should be interpreted as

implying issues of class-classism and/or 'race' -racism. Instead, being regular in the
neighborhood and wanting to fit are, as one respondent put it, "interactive" behaviors
that display a type of open, approachable behavior.
Being regular is not so much a matter of effort or consistency in being a good
neighbor (as subcategorization theory would argue), but rather an indication that other
residents recognize and acknowledge that the person is someone who can be counted
on in a time of need. Part of this recognition involves being out-of-doors, and most
certainly speaking. Evidence of this was found in one oldtimers statement that the
neighborhood's

'race' changes doesn't bother him. What bothers him and apparently

other respondents is when people-regardless
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of class and race-move

into the

neighborhood and don't speak to others. "If you're going to be in the neighborhood
you might as well speak to people."
Being regular as opposed to being bumpy is also an expression that displays
one's neighborhood-neighbor

ethic and adherence to "informal unspoken"

neighborhood rules. The rules are not necessarily taught.

They are, however,

expected behaviors that neighbors, by virtue of close proximity---either next door or
face-block-s-are aware of, such as speaking, usual time home and parking when offstreet. Thus, the adherence to informal neighborhood rules consists of what other
neighbors do or don't do that make the perceiver comfortable or uncomfortable.
Assessing the ethic no doubt falls on the viewers' perception.

Yet, these

residents suggested that being regular and wanting to fit in were recognizable
behaviors, in that what one does shows one's values and beliefs.

In addition, being

regular and approachable might also allow for perceptual correctionSgroup dialogue. Again, feeling comfortable-

i.e, between-

beyond the confines of one's home-is

achieved through regularity in speaking with other residents. If this is established,
then addressing the actions of others that produce discomfort may be more easily
achieved.
Finally, old and new residents seemed to recognize the difference between a
stranger and a neighbor in terms of immediate behaviors.

All indicated an

expectation that those living near will be there when a need arises.

Although the

words were different, findings revealed greater similarities than differences in old and
new residents', and residents from different racial groups' meanings, perceptions, and
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expectations of neighbor and neighborly behaviors, and, in particular, their view of
each other as neighbors.
The fact that intergroup neighborly tensions, typically associated with
gentrification, appear, at the moment, to be non-existent can be attributed to the
overall similarities in old and new residents' responses. The similarities suggest that,
on issues of being and doing neighbor, the relationship between who respondents'
appear to be (i.e, class and race) and what they say cannot be automatically inferred.
If, as my findings suggest, what 'different neighbors' most want is to know that those
living near will be there when a need arises, then being bumpy and not speaking may
be the very micro condition creating uncertainty and tension found in most
gentrification studies.
People's perceptions of others' actions and intentions do playa meaningful
role in how neighbor and being a neighbor get described.

The similarity in King

residents' definitions and descriptions of neighborhood and neighbor, regardless of
differences in length of residence or racial-ethnic group membership, are consistent
with cooperative intergroup neighboring research that shows class and race are not
readily important when neighborhood is viewed as a place of comfort and desired
relaxation. One of the strongest points in my findings is that approachability and
speaking to 'others' can go a long way towards minimizing conflict in intergroup
neighboring during times of change.

Theoretical Dynamics
The present study sought to understand the degree to which class and/or race
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can be used to say something about intergroup neighborly relations in a gentrifying
neighborhood.

It investigated two different theoretical-perspectives

in the social

identity tradition to find out which version best described the current experiences and
behaviors of people in a gentrifying neighborhood.
Social Dominance Theory
Social Dominance Theory predicted that, in a group-based system of social
hierarchy, issues of class and race will dominate people's perceptions on all levels of
interactions. Members of groups with greater power (e.g. higher income white
Americans) will structure the nature of interactions with members of less powerful
groups in ways that force the socially dominant group's definitions of the situation on
others. Gentrification research tends to support this perspective arguing conflict
between old and new neighbors will ensue over place, space, identity, and history.
In a gentrifying neighborhood, social dominance predicts inevitable
polarization. From this perspective, higher income newcomers, regardless of raceethnicity, will tend to be self-interest oriented, more concerned with property values
and maintaining group-level distinctions than with developing a sense of community
or establishing neighborly ties with pre-existing residents. My findings do not support
this view.
However, social dominance theory does predict that anti-egalitarian, hierarchyenhancing type people would not likely move into a gentrifying neighborhood and if
they do so, their behaviors should be recognizable.

Anti-egalitarian type neighborly

behavior would involve the large, newly constructed privacy fences with patrolling
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dogs, rigid avoidance behavior, and people being rarely seen out-of-doors interacting
with neighbors. To the extent that inferences can be made, this was observed in two
cases
The first case occurred when I was seeking participants for my study. The
opportunity arose to contact a particular Anglo American newcomer whom I had
rarely seen out-of-doors.

One late afternoon while walking my dog I noticed that the

car parked outside his house had its lights on. Because of the dogs, I could not
directly approach the door, but instead rang the bell outside the fence. There was no
answer. However, he was home as I saw him peering out the crack in the window
shades.

The second case also involves a large priV1\CYfence, residents rarely seen

out-of-doors, and perhaps the most expensive, refurbished house in the research area.
The home-owning occupants were an Anglo American couple, newcomers,
and an infant SOil. I made contact with the residents who, in turn, were not interested
in participating in my research. What is interesting about these neighbors' behavior is
that both longtimers and newcomers recogrlized them as being rather unfriendly.

In

fact, during the interview with Nt and Nz,ii I was told the story about some brief
interactions with these residents in which the descriptive term used was "unegalitarian".

These anti-egalitarian-type neighbors resided in the area about two-years

and no longer live in the neighborhood.
Optimal Distinctiveness Theory
Conversely, Optimal Distinctiveness Theory proposes that under certain
conditions, individuals can move beyond group-level differences in order to
ii Not

mentioned in Chapter Five due to audiotape difficulties
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understand interactions with others in terms of shared goals, common interests, and
similar values. In-group biases minimize the differences between categories. Once
different individuals see themselves as neighbors, categorical distinction can collapse
"them" and "us" dichotomies into a single, common understanding of "we" in terms of
being King residents. According to Brewer, people can choose how and with whom to
identify.
By no means would Optimal Distinctiveness Theory suggest that classism and
racism do not exist in the minds and behaviors of residents in this study just because
they share an understanding of each other as neighbors. It is quite clear that
individuals living and interacting in a group-based system of social hierarchy must
negotiate structural forces shaping their everyday interactions. However, the different
residents in this study appear, at the moment, to understand self and each other's
behaviors in terms of inunediate action, not demographic descriptions.
The residents observed in this study were more concerned with face-to-face
interactions in the home area than changes to their larger, geographic environment.
this sense, the meaning of neighbor and being a good neighbor is something that is
bestowed based on perceived common values. These values are determined by and
demonstrated in peoples' perceptions of others inunediate behavior. The findings of
this study support both Optimal Distinctiveness Theory and Donnelly and Majka's
studies on intergroup cohesion in times of change.

Implications
Neighborhoods do tell stories; they have histories, identities, and shared
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In

reputations each affected by national and local processes in economic change. The
dominant story of neighborly relations since Park's seminal invasion-succession
model of neighborhood change is one of intergroup conflict.

The 'different residents'

of a gentrifying neighborhood are expected to enter a series of contact-conflict stages.
However, cooperative intergroup neighborhood literature suggests that conflict may be
curbed if and when old and new neighbors assimilate new understandings of
neighborhood and neighboring.

My findings support the latter view.

My research further suggests that macro-level gentrification processes do not
have to result in the experience of class or race-based conflict on the level of everyday
interactions among 'different neighbors'.

Implied here are two things.

when newcomers absorb the current flavor of the neighborhood-i.e.
longtimer mentality-a

One is that

take on a

desire for active intergroup interaction can be promoted that

demonstrates common values in terms of what is good for the immediate environment
or neighborhood.
What is good for the neighborhood is analytically slippery and says nothing
about the progression or halting of the gentrifying process. What is good for the
neighborhood is both a perception and a set of behaviors that cannot be objectively
imposed. It is also an emergent concept, particularly in a demographically changing
neighborhood, that involves immediate interaction and 'different residents'
perceptions of those actions. Again, "Neighborhood is about the familiar stuff'.
However, as gentrification brings together 'different people' with different
expectations and experiences, what is familiar to some may not be for others.
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Second, social interaction in a gentrifying neighborhood does not have to
center on overt or subtle conflict, Cooperative intergroup neighboring research
suggests that to facilitate cohesion, newcomers must literally show their understanding
of neighborhood and neighbor by taking the opportunity to demonstrate both manifest
and latent forms of behavior. At the same time, long time residents must extend
themselves in welcoming newcomers.
Paying more attention to how residents experience actual neighboring
behaviors in everyday interactions has the potential to minimize the negative effects of
gentrification while maximizing the positive ones. Some negative effects include
displacement and intergroup social conflict. Understanding the positive effects
involves much more than neighborhood improvements-Leo
property values.

new amenities and

One must move towards an expectation that each resident, both old

and new, can exhibit a type of neighborhood ownership and develop a sense of
belonging simply by demonstrating neighborliness in forms one would like to receive.
The challenge, for social research interested in progress and change is, according to
Jezierski (1999), to rethink and reorder class status locations.

Usefulness of qualitative methods for studying gentrification and social change
This study used a qualitative interview method to understand how King
neighborhood residents experience the effects of gentrification in their everyday
neighborly interactions. Qualitative research on micro-level interactions can make a
valuable contribution to understanding macro-level social processes such as
gentrification and social change. As noted in the previous section, a focus on how
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residents experience actual neighboring behaviors in everyday interactions actually
provides insights into how to minimize the negative effects of gentrification.
In no way should my choice to explore the effects of gentrification through
everyday interactions be taken to ignore other methodological approaches, e.g. larger
scale social area analysis studies.

I am proposing that it is helpful to understand both

macro- and micro-level processes associated with gentrification, in particular, and
social change, in general.

In regards to gentrification from a micro perspective, social

change that appears to be slow and typically associated with class- and/or race-based
conflict from a macro-level perspective, may actually be progressing at a steady rate
based on the recognition of shared values associated with "being a good neighbor".

Limitations
Two main areas oflimitations have been identified with this particular
research: (I) issues relating to personal characteristics of the researcher, and (2) issues
relating to participant selection, number of respondents and the generalizabilty of
findings.

Researcher characteristics
One limitation of this research is associated with my personal characteristics.
Particularly in qualitative studies, it is significant to note the researcher's personal
background and potential for bias. I am an African American-black resident of King
neighborhood.

I am a newcomer, and by definition a gentrifier.

How this bundle of

personal characteristic influenced the purpose of study is both uncertain and relatively
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unimportant.

On one hand, however, my experience as a resident may allow for keen

insight into a population that I am part of and familiar with on a variety of levels. For
example, as a resident and community outreach volunteer I had first hand knowledge
of who did and did not attend city invitations to community meetings. It was me who
knocked on my neighbors' doors inviting them to attend the Alberta Streetscape
project.
On the other hand, there is potential for bias if I chose to analyze data in such a
manner that is consistent with my experiences and my own perceptions.

To minimize

such bias, I first made sure that respondents knew that I was a student, a resident in the
neighborhood, and the purpose of my study. And, as indicated by the data
presentation, I also reviewed each respondent's comments during the interview to
make sure I had captured that person's views, as they understood them.

This was

further achieved by asking for clarification. Finally, during analysis, I took every
effort to ensure that data was categorized and coded in such a manner that is consistent
with the perceptions of the respondents.

Participant selection, number of respondents and the generalizabilty of findings
It is important to note that this study is set in a very isolated context with few
participants and is not intended for generalization.

Participant selection was achieved

by asking residents who, amongst neighbors known or most curious about, would be a
good person to talk to. This technique may contain a degree of participant-neighbor
bias.

Given my personal characteristics, I cannot and do not claim that my findings

will necessarily be the same if conducted by a different researcher, in another city or
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even in a different Portland neighborhood.
However, when considering qualitative research conducted in these kinds of
situations, Marshall and Rossman (2000) propose that it is necessary to consider the
theoretical framework upon which the study is based before attempting to apply
findings to other settings.

Because this study does draw from larger theories of social

identity, as well as research on inter-group cooperation, it may be that general themes
that emerged might be applicable to understanding the effects of gentrification in other
areas.

Suggestions for future research
This thesis has generated several possibilities of extending the study to future
research projects.

First, it would be a logical next step to extend this research into a

longitudinal study that would explore if and how these residents understanding of
neighborhood and neighbor change over time.

Initially, residents' understanding of

neighborhood and neighbor could be measured at one stage of gentrification, with a
follow-up interview study - asking similar questions - at a later date after the process
of gentrification appeared to have brought about changes in the neighborhood.
Second, although residents in this study felt the focus group approach is rather
un-neighborly, this method would be highly useful in capturing the 'different
residents' awareness of and reaction to each other.

This is particularly true if the goal

is to understand and, at the same time, facilitate social change through' different
residents' recognition of each other's goals and concerns.

An approach of this type

may result in a useful model of reducing the negative effects of gentrification in
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northeast Portland and elsewhere as 'different residents' become aware of their similar
values and priorities.
What is the relationship between who they are and what they say? Race and
class-based conflict described in the gentrification literature did not seem to form the
basis for how residents understood each other as neighbors.

Instead there was much

more emphasis on good neighbors being people, regardless racial group or how long
they had lived in the neighborhood, who were "regular," followed unspoken
neighborhood rule, and shared a neighborhood ethic.

As one resident noted,

"People can't always be labeled in class-race patterns ... that's part of what
makes up the neighborhood. Being neighbors on a very non-intimate level
overrides all that stuff ... I just ant them to know that hey, I'm over here if you
need some help."
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Notes
1

The Penguin Dictionary of Sociology (4"' ed).

For a more detailed look at how I derive this statement peruse the following readers. M. Bulmer & J.
Solomos (Eds.). (1999). Racism. Oxford University Press. L. Back & J. Solomos (Eds.). (2000).
Theories of Race and Racism: A Reader. New York: Routledge.

2

c.f Fischer 1971, 1975; Goodwin 1979; Greer 1962; Hunter 1971, 1974; Suttles 1972; Wirth 1938;
Yinger 1976

3

4

c.f Duncan & Duncan 1957; Kerstein 1990; Taeuber & Taeuber 1965

'Second-Wave

European immigration roughly between 1880 and the 1940s

c.f Ellen 2000; Jagun et al. 1990; Krysan 2002; Sigelman et aI.1996; Zubrinsky 2000; Zubrinsky &
Bobo 1996.

6

7 c.f Jost, J.T., Pelham, B.W., Sheldon, 0., & Sullivan, B.N. (2003). Social inequality and the
education of ideological dissonance on behalf of the system: Evidence of enhanced system justification
among the disadvantaged. European Journal of Social Psychology. 33 (I), 13-37.
Article 34 legitimates racist behavior such as redlining, blockbusting, and all we know about mortgage
lending. But see Gotham's (2000) comprehensive discussion on the rise of the modem real estate
industry.

8

9

"Many" Portlanders is determined by my persoual contact and academic experiences

10 (http://www.cnn.com/2000IUS/08129/minority
.growth.glance.ap/index.htML
2003 County distribution African American-black 38,852; Asian 41,397; Native Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander 2,237; American Indian and Alaska Native 5,482; Hispanics (US Census: American
Community Survey Aug. 30,2004)
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